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Los Angeles, la!., Aug. 9. Judge
Bordwell, who presided at the triul
of James P. McNamara, was called to- day as a witness for the state in the
bribery trial of Clarence S. Darrow,
to impeach the testimony of Lincoln
Steffens, the magazine writer.
Steffens had testified that he had
informed Judge Rordwell of tie ne
gotiations for the compromise pleas
in the McNamara case.
Considerable feeling was aroused at
the time of the denouncement in that
case by the denunciation of Steffens
by the judge, who asserted that the
writer had nothing to do with bringing about the compromise.
Judge Bordwell flatly denied on the
stand that Steffens had ever discussed with him the matter of the
pleas
iu me
ul ne jiciamara
j.ui
uromers.
with but three witnesses
remaining the prosecution in the
bribery trial of Clarence S. Darrow
expected to conclude its case in re-- :
buttal Monday.
It was generally expected that the
would make another at- tempt to introduce the transcript of
alleged incriminating conversations
ueiween narrow ana John K. llarring- -
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New York,
Theodore
Aug.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 9. Certain
Roosevelt and party arrived here from
officials of the Colorado Fuel- and Iron SENATE AMENDMENT TO PANAMA CANAL
HE
DECLARES DolitS
LEGISLATION PROVIDES FOR
ARE SUCH THEY WILL WIPE OUT BUSINESS IF Chicago at 9 :o today on the TwenCo., are accused either of misrepreiimiteu.
A
i:ein
century
cneering
AMERICAN
REGISTRY OF ALL VESSELS ENGAGED IN FOREIGN SHIPPING
MEASURE BECAME LAW-A- SKS
CONGRESS NOT TO ADJOURN WITHOUT
senting to stockholders the property
crowd greeted the Colonel1. He went
of
the
at
this
once
to
in
his
editorial
office.
holdings
WHICH
BUILD
corporation
WILL
UP GREAT LINES OF SHIPS UNDER OUR
REDUCING
TASiFF
WITHIN
REASONABLE
BASIS BASED ON BOARD
As Colonel Roosevelt left the Grand
state, or of attempting to deprive the
WILL
NOT DISAPPROVE
OF
PROGRAM AND NAGEL
Central station, accompanied by Mrs.
REPORT.
state of $1 0:;,o20 in taxes in 1910, in
Roosevelt, his nephew, George Hani-blia report of the state board of equali
FAVORS IT.
Roosevelt, and Ernest Abbott, he
zation just issued. The report sets
remarked that he had a "fine trip."
forth that a reappraisement was made
He showed no sign of fatigue and
STEEL BILL AND COTTON BILL WILL
in 1910 whereby more than $l9,umi
seemed happy.
was added to the valuation of the RAILROAD CONTROL OF WATER WAY
win remain at nis omce until )
property' holdings of the Colorado
when
'he
will,
o'clock,
Oy;-for
i
LIKE
FATE IN WHITE HOUSE
SUFFER
depart
Fuel und Iron Company, in Wyoming.
ter Bay.
That this valuation was used in makWILL BE RENDERED AN IMPOSSIBILITY
The state convention of the proing a report to the stockholders, and
gressive party will be held in
continues: "When the eomnanv came
months ago. cuse, it was learned today.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 9. For the there as it did
to list its property for taxation we
second time within a year President The president declared in his message
Washington, D. C, Aug. 9. The by the New York, New Haven and
not get an j,u.rease 0f VJ ,HM. (.(,t
d;d
tie
was
that
anxious
see
schedule
to
Taft today vetoed a bill to revise tihe "K"
senate's amendment to the Panama Hartford railroad provoked another
On the contrary, counsel for the
COW
PUNCHERS
ARE
revised
downward
and
he
that
K." of the
Schedule
wool tariff
would be glad to see congress remain
pany appeared before the equalization canal bill to admit to United States lively debate between Senator
law. The president reFOR THE COLONEL
and Senator Lippitt of Rhode
board and asked that the output for
in session until a bill he could con-foreign-buil- t
registry American-owneturned to congress the bill evolved
island, who had clashed in last nights
1.910 at a figure 10 per cent lower than
to the
as a compromise between the house sider proper was presented
in
ships engaged
foreign trade only, session.
Chicago, Aug. 9. Western men who
tne preceding year.
and senate, holding that its low rates White House. He found it impossible,
Senator Poindexler rend a letter
and pass them through the Panama
ton,
he
in
view
ran"
of
with
on
cattle
said,
the
Theodore
Roosevelt
platform
would bring disaster to home induscanal free of tolls, in all probability from Louis D. Brandeis, of Boston, deThe
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ARE
BATTLESHIPS
which
on
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its
Maltese
to
Cross
elected
the
thirteenth
the
ranch near
approve
try. He appealed to congress, howevboth sides apparently
SEVERELY DAMAGED. will receive no opposition from the claring New England was in the grip
measure, but declared one dora, N. Dak., thirty years ago, and week and
er, not to adjourn until it had enact- of an "intolerable railroad monopoly."
administration.
to
conclude.
With two days
agreeable to his views had been draft who now live in Montana, Idaho and eager
"Mr. Brandeis is a professional agi
'
Secretary Nagel is committed to
Nebraska Ran on Uncharted Shoalsj
ed by lninolitr members of the house! other states, today renewed pledges j K1've" the defense for
unnecessary existing duties without ;
the idea. In his last annual report he tator," interrupted Senator Gallinger
While
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ShaftBroke
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committee.
however,
to
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case
in
that
the
Colonel
the
likely
enthusias
fealty
destroying protection for the wool in-- i
the passage of a bill of New Hampshire.
Both Are Ordered to Yards for Re- recommended
can go to the jury before week after
"I strongly desire to reduce duties," tic interviews with United States
dustry in the I'nited States."
for
"lie is not a business man. He is
built
of foreign
admission
the
the measure, "provided only the ator Joseph M. Dixon of Montana, next as the defense has indicated that j pairs.
ocean steamships to American regis- aiways in the limelight when the quesThe president's disapproval of the
it
would
use
ar-at
three
in
be
final
maintained
and
days
system
protective
Progressive headquarters,
tion of railroads, steamships or monwool bill is to be followed with simiWashington, D. C, Aug. 0. The bat- - try to engage solely in foreign trade.
The headquarters were thronged guments.
lar vetoes of the steel bill and the cot- that industries now established be not
This, he believed would be the be- opolies is under discussion.''
m
an
Xe,,raslia
rnl1
uncharted
It now appears from the with men from the Bitter Root Valley
According to Judge Bordwell Stef
Senator Lippitt declared that sentiton bill. The sugar bill was likely to destroyed.
merchant
'l101'1. K. - last night ginning of an American
fens attempted to discuss the matter sl:oal m'ar
ment of New England "cannot
marine
be vetoed, as is the excise tax bill, tariff board's report and from bills in and the Jackson's hole country who
under
the
shippingextending
be
imaged that
uWas, s(
the latter probably on the ground that troduced into the house, and senate, had waited after the close of the Pro- with him upon one occasion but he ia,ml
she has been ordered to dry dock at United States (lag in trade with South founded on misstatements"
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may
to
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Convention
the
writer with the
stopped
gressive National
Senator Poindexter retorted that
and Central America and the West
the president believes it unconstituthe requirements of protection
and personal conference with Senator Dix- monition that he could not talk about DU"1' ""V. Ja,u'
officials of the New Haven railroad
Indies.
tional.
The
Connecticut
flags
about
the
up
still offer a reduction of 20 per cent on and other leaders.
the trial. "He asked me if he could
The provision, it is said, probably had given testimony at. variance with
"I stand by my pledges to maintain op
ntimc uaie mum; ner siaruoaru craiiK-- i
most wools and from five per cent
Although the active campaign has come back and talk about it, and I told shaft and has been ordered to Phila- - would not affect.
or statements by Senator Lippit and that
a degree of protection to offset the to
fifty per cent on clothes. I cannot been practically
Senator him no," concluded the judge.
launched,
commerce, as there would it was a question of choosing bedifference in cost of production here act on the
a
that
com
assumption
majority Dixon said that the executive
wi
be no incentive for such ships to as- tween the statements of the officers-onit?
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the New Haven road and the statesume the obligations of American regV ol
of any bill reducing duties to this this kind. I
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therefore urge upon con-- ; after a meeting in New York early in nieiiens mat tne latter had shown
ments of the senator from Rhode Islistry.
for
level," wrote Mr. Taft. While the gress that it do not
benavy
examination.
yard
is
It
adjourn without
The right of free passage through and."
Saturday the Senator him an article published in aHocal lieved the ship has been
present bill and the one disapproved taking advantage of the plain oppor- next week.
seriously in- the
The granting of free tolls to Amnewspaper, prior to its publication, to jured and it
canal, however, is said' today, by
probably will go to New York.
last year were identical in terms, the tunity thus
may be necessary to put
substantially to reduce unofficials of the department of com erican vessels engaged
There were rumors that K. H. which he had suggested alterations. her out of commission,
in foreign
president's reasons differed. He ve- necessary existing duties. I appeal to
her
replacing
Hooker of New York, tentatively had
would trade, approved yesterday by the senlabor, probably
in the licet with one of the reserve merce and
toed the former because it had been
to reconsider the measure,
congress
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bring all the lines engaged in traffic ate, was attacked by Senator Lodge
framed before the tar..T board's rebattleships.
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a
my ap- - the exef.utive committee. Illinois
no
between the countries of the western ....
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An investigation will be made
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iltlU V Wl,l,ll,, .,11,1 uic ious questions with other countries.
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"Most of the rates in the submit- act which the tariff board shows pos- - whi(.n thp nonlineP expressed
New
the
York and Pacific Navigation ho said.
election will be necessary to determ- naval officers.
He opposed the. sweenineted bill," wrote the president, "are sible without destroying any estab- - pleasure at the Illinois ticket and
were cited as instances, restrictions of the Pmama bill as
me whether Attorney General Elliott
Ilinois platform.
The Connecticut's acfidont
so low in themselves that if enacted l.shed
it
or
.
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W
1
industry,
throwing any wage
VnfQ" fin
W. Major, or former
me nouse against the control
Congressman serious. it resembled that of Pmt
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steamship lines by railroads.
the crank shaft of the st.n'board en- - ) o cjlock mis atternoon, tne senate
Washington, D. C, Aug. !). President cratic nomination for governor.
growing industry, the enforced idle"Despite the efforts that have been
........
...,..-On the face of late returns from gine broke.
U.
Taft sent to the senate today
ness of much of our wool combing made to discredit the work of the
jure with a renewal of the fight against
the nomination of John W". Cook, to country districts, Major is now leadNewport, P. I Aug. !)- .- p
and spinning machinery, and of thou- tariff board, their
on
tihis
report
. 'anroau-owne-snips.
sands of looms and the consequent schedule has been accepted with he register of the land office at Lan- ing Cowherd by several hundred William At rwrt- mniUtPe amendment,
votes.
the
der,
Wyo.
out
Naval
of
Narragansett
pro;(
thouof
a
Bay
throwing
station,
employment
scarcely
dissenting voice, by all
vessel;
said he heard today from Rear
sands of workmen."
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those familiar with the problems dis-- ;
miral Os.erhaus, commander in
The bill sent to tihe White House cussed, including active
representa,
cargo was
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29
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duty
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was made of any accident to
cent on raw wool and on clothes of 49 interest of the public and the constimsllbject of (iscnssion.
the
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and
leship Nebraska,
Flagship
per cent. Both rates Mr. Taft held,
Sena(or mHm f ohio (!e,larp(1
Lonnecticjt.
were insufficient to protect the wool
The message was drawn after con,p ppo'hiijitlon against railroad owned
So far as known, no wireless
s
fcrence between the president and
grower and the manufacturer.
froIn usins; the cana, vollld rp.
the Nebraska or:R,Hrt tbe f,m
It was predicted today that the wool Chairman Emery of the tariff board.
n
Managua, Aug. fi. The Nicaraguan troops patrol the track from end to sage concerning
Connecticut
been
has
is
end.
bill might be passed by the house over
It was submitted to the cabinet government maintains continued
picked up by terways. The fear that
Desultory firing
reported
railroads!
Mr. Taft's veto, but there was some
.my 01 me vwre;ess siauons aiong uie could drive out all other
at a special meeting. Re- - fidence in the outcome of the present nightly along the line.
and
ships
POLICE LIEUTENANT
WHO IS ACIsland coast.
Some leading citizens of Grenada,
doubt as to its fate in the senate.
ports that two members of the presi- - revolution brought by tihe revolt of
control rates could be fully
;timate!y
It is thought here that the fleet is niet by adequate laws, he said.
Republican leaders were inclined to dent s official family urged him to ap- - General Mena, former minister of war who are held prisoners by the insurgCUSED OF CAUSING
ROSENTHAL
believe that it would fail of passage prove this measure were denied.
ents are
starving and have somewhere off Block Island.
Senator Kenyon asked Senator Bur,ani his partisans. The railroad and offered asvirtually
much as $30 a plate for
ton whether he believed the point had
MURDER
TO
PROTECT
GRAFT
telegraph service to Corinto from the food.
been reached in American
developis under the control of the
capital
IN
DAY
THE
CONGRESS
MAY TURN STATES EVIDENCE
A light occurred yesterday at Acolo
last night of about 200 Mexican reb- ment where a regulated
monopoly
forces. The guard of
between the government troops and
c. i,..s BCnt a uetaenment ot Amen-- ! governinent
must
be recognized in railroad develwere
who
American
bluejackets
the insurgents without definite recan troops along the line from the
SENATE.
opment.
brought to protect the lives and
Met at 10 a. 111.
to that point.
"That is practically it,- - said Senator HE
If the reb-- ! erty of American citizens has created sult. Commissioners sent by General
RAKES IIP
reMena
have
come
to
into
to
owned
Bu
els have not retreated across the line a
railroad
Managua
rton.
Fight
keep
good impression by its workman-whean armistice so as to allow the
quest
from
the
Panama
"I
believe
we
are
the troops arrive they probably like appearance.
ships
near
using
the parting
The health and
ministers of Salvador and Costa Rica
canal resumed,
of the ways," said Senator Kenyon,
with considera- will be arrested:
EIGHTY THOUSAND
spirits of the men are excellent.
to
him.
visit
not
The
tion of the Panama bill.
government has
'where we must decide between
The news came to the state depart- ot insurgents t0(lay remov. yet replied.
A
Senator Kenyon's bill to comfor railroads, or combina-- '
competition
ment from the American consulate e(I a bo(y
raiI from tne railroad tra(.k and
t
Pel tail sentences for
Mobile, Ala., Aug. 9. Minister of
firms hpld under Iho mntml r,f the
at Nogales, and is regarded as con-i- a
n
train which passed
e
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v ' AUS- - 9 une
101h'
War, Odenz, of Honduras, anonunced
law violators placed upon the cal- government"
of the report that the reb- afterwards was ditched, one per-e- l here today that President Bonilla, has
endar.
X
Senator
Burton said he did not favor Toombs
prison
keeper seemed to
forces are rapidly disintegrating,
sorl being killed, An attempt was created the office of chief of military
HOUSE.
absolutely passage through the free think today that Police Lieutenant
oniua iuonica, uanr., Aug.
tresi - ma(e to dynamite one of the
in nis
md thit Cuv
Met at noon.
Panama canal by railroad owned ships. Becker was on the
COLONEL STEEVER DISPATCHES dent Joseph F. Smith of the Mormon
point of breaking
bridges, but this was prevented by
o
President Taft's veto of the
He favored control by the interstate
ha, been
church, said today that all Mormon the guards on duty.
down and there were reports at the
to
ointed
wool
a
As
hill
the
TROOPS HASTILY TO HEAD THEM women and children had
commerce
received
a
with
fighter
commission
message
of ships owned
!in(,nsafely reach- public executor's office that the police
American
er of the rail- - Maloney ls well known in Central
Radio communication bill tak- or controlled by railroads.
ed the United States from Mexico, but
OFF WHILE SHERIFF ORGANIZES A
officer under indictment for the murmeasures
America.
to
N
restore
skill
with
en
machine
His
up.
BRANDEIS IS SCORED.
that the men of two colonies, Colonio
der of gambler Herman Rosenthal
erv'ce-- . and tra,"s a,e now R"ns has bfe"
in
ctor
several
S
t.ram'
X
D.
Con9.
Washington.
them-ithC,
Juarez
f
and
Aug.
Dublan, had armed
POSSE.
turn states evidence.
itrut-n- i
might
iu
uiiiuu.
trol
of
revuiuuouB.
New
eminent
limning
England steamship lines!
selves and would not leave.
District Attorney Whitman confer"All are now safe," said Mr. Smith,
red with John F. Mclntyre, counsel
"but their homes, crops and other posfor the accused Lieutenant, but said
SIERRA BLANCA IS
sessions are at the mercy of the revoRECALL
no terms for a confession were dislutionists. I have made no appeal to
cussed.
Orozco or Salazar, though others of
LOOTED BY ROBBERS our
Mr. Whitman said: "I have hope
church did, but nothing came of it.
HI RAM -- VI ILL.
that Becker, who Is a shrewd man,
I do not think intervention
the
by
vou come
may decide that his best interests
United States would be
and am
NOOR VII fE IS
Here right
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 9. Mexican sure it would lead to a wise,
j will
require hi:n to tell the whole
still greater
CALLIKG
Sot)
a was l
bandits crossed
the international demoralization."
truth. If he should do that I would
MR. BLAKE.
have to think over pretty carefully
boundary into Texas today and then
what my attitude should be.
began raiding near Sierra Blanca, acWIRELESS BILL PASSES.
"While murder. is a graver crimn
cording to a telegram Sheriff Edwards received here today.
than blackmail, it might be that I
Washington, D. C, Aug. 9. The
United States troops are moving to senate bill to
wduld decide in the event of a confeswireless telethe point where Mexican rebels are graphy passed regulate
sion to ask some clemency for Becker.
the house today and
reported to be raiding American now goes to the president. The legOne of the greatest accomplishments
ranches. Colonel E. Z. Stever has islation was inspired
for the good of the community would
by the Titanic
dispatched troop G of the Third cav- disaster.
be to find out who are the big blackalry from Port Bliss, the cavalrymen
mailers in the police department and
moving on horses along the border.
to abolish forever that treacherous
Stever may send a company of infanand wicked system."
SEVERE EARTHQUAKE.
try on the special train which has
Mr. Mclntyre expects to be out of
been ordered by Sheriff P. J. Edwards
town until next Wednesday, when he
9.
A
sev- - X
Constantinople,
Aug.
and his posse. The sheriff announces
will return and talk over matters with,
ere earthquake shock, lasting X
that he will be unable to procure
his client.
about
ten
seconds
drove
po- - X
the
enough armed men before this evenThe grand jury is said to have
here
from
in- - X
palace
houses
their
No further reports have been
ing.
learned many things to show that
to the streets this morning. Many X
received here from Sierra Blanca.
Lieutenant Becker has made money
houses were violently
shaken X
A posse is being organized at Sierra
within the last few
very rapidly
Blanca to join the El Paso posse. Ac- X but the damage reported is X
In one savings bank Becker
months.
X small.
x
to
word received here by telecording
was found1 to have $3,000 on deposit,
graph, an authentic report has been X London, Aug. 9. The earth- - X
while the prosecutor has been told ot
received by telephone at Sierra Blan- X quake recording instruments at X
other savings bank accounts
which
ca from Hot Springs, Texas, on the X stations in England today indi- - X
will bo investigated.
X
cated
a
that
severe
X
border, thirty-fiv- e
remiles south,
earthquake
"Bald Jack" Rose, In his confession,
The seismo- - X
garding the entrance into American X was in progress.
says that Becker told him that he
soil of the Mexican rebels. It was X graph at West Bromwich obser- - X
cleaned up $80,000 in four months.
said at Hot Springs that 200 rebels X vatory recorded a violent shock X
Within e few days the grand jury
had crossed the line and were raiding X at 1:35 a. m. which was estlmat- - X
will hand down about six additional
American ranches.
X ed to have occurred at about the X
The Indictments will
indictments.
wasnmgton, P. C, Aug. 9. The X distance of the Azores.
sudden appearance at Bisbee, Arizona,
(Continued on Pago 8.)
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
for
Home Treatment for
out
of a half dollar, always winding up
MAKE WOMEN PALE
S
Tuberculosis
jwitlh a snake head for end, were very
AND WEAK.
X
Cmisnmntivp patients nwd no longer
tlit fate thnt formerly overeither
a
drcail
time
He
some
was
for
pretty.
t
look all sufferers fr in Inn;: trouble, or
scout for the United States govern-- 1 rosily iiml ift en terribly
ineonvenieiit
They Neglect Their Bowels
,
San Juan, journeys far from hniiie to other climatess
and the Poisons Vitiate the s nient, so were
ur to some expensive sanatorium.
an now staying (.juicily at home
N one of the meanest Indians that ever
Blood.
S
themselves at no expense beyond
lived, Washeson, Jose Chavez, Tippy ruritij;
t
the eost of a few bottles of medicine.
is one who
Iroin experience:
Hot weather lias a very weakening Cleggan, Henry Rosenov., all these Here
S. 4th St., Colwyii
"J'Jti
(Parity). I'llwere buried while serving as scouts
I'or four years I was
effect on women. They become too
(Icntlemen:
for the government at Wingate and troubled with eoujrli. wliiHi trrmlually belanguid to exorcise and have appetite later
worse: I hud night swiats and pains
brought here to the National came
was losing my appetite
In my chest.
for light, tasty food, like salads and
of
li:id
cemetery.
cavalry
become so thin and weak I could
ami
Every troop
other cold concoctions, which do not then in Arizona
duties. A
or New Mexico had not attend to my household
pronounced my case Consumpdigest readily and tend to increase ten of these fellows attached to them phvsieiiin
tion. Not beitti: satisfied, I was examtheir natural tendency to constipation. as trailers and scouts, and while they! ined bv the physicians of the rolyclinie
Hospital: they also pronounced the disAt this season women, especially, were very good at tracking anything,
ease Consumption, which was proven
need all their strength to resist the they could never be relied upon. The later bv :m examination of sputum, ut
I
was
Tuberculosis Ilneilli was found.
enervating effect of the heat. Good government used to pay them a sol-- ; ordered to n Coiisunint ve Hospital. My
me to go until
not
allow
would
bowels
of
the
h"v
and
regularity
nej
digestion
dier's pay, 40 cents per day for use I had tried Kckman's Alterative.
are essential. Some fruits have laxa- - ;of horse and horse equipments, in ad-- i
I had taken the medi'-inthree weeks
sweats ceased;
tive properties, but they are uncertain dition to that their clothing money. I had inmarked relief, niixht
the breast relieved: cough bepain
in their effect and are not generally So it can be seen that with the gov-- , came loose and easy; fever left me and
I commenced getting
well. My health
advised. A mild bowel stimulant and eminent rations added free, thereto,
am In excellent health
became normal.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Syrup Pepsin, is preferable because those fellows could live high. Gener-- ; now and haveI been completely cured for
stvonalv recommend it.'
WITH
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PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
is certain in its effect, natural in ally they came in to the scout serv-- ! ten vears.
TICKETS
MKS.)' MARY WASSON.
(Signed)
FVktmin's Alterative is effective in
its action and wholly safe. Take a ice with tihe most miserable looking
Asthma, Hay rover: Throat ami
dose of Syrup of Pepsin at night and horse in the world and went out with Limn Troubles,
and in upbuilding the
inand
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system. Tne! not contain poisons, opiates
by morning the sick headache
Ask for booklet
or
Arthur O'Neil is also among those of cured cases drugs..'
digestion will be gone.
and write to Eckman
old laboratory. Philadelphia, Pn., for more
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is sold removed, he was one of those
For Pile by all lendinc druggists and
in drig stores everywhere, and costs time soldiers that could be depended: jy Zook's Parmacy. Santa Fe.
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and
who
at
in
any time,
fifty cents a bottle; a larger size,
tended for family use, costs one dol- ed under General E. A. Carr from the Juan Lopez, Lorenzo Gutierrez, Albilar. If you have never used Syrup first day he enlisted, and he thought no Garcia, Ag.istin Duran, Francisco
was only one man in the army,
Pepsin and would like a free trial there
Rodriguez, Emiterio Lopez, Manuel
write Dr. W. B. that was his colonel; well there were: Garcia, Aniceto Lobato, Miguel Ortiz.
bottle, postpaid,
so
of
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,
others that thought
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
then, Anastacio Trujillo, Jose Ma. GonzaCaldwell, 40C Washington St., Monti-celloand think so still today. Rut poor
Illinois.
les, Marcos Rael, Jesus Ma. Gallegos,
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
Arthur, when his regiment the "Gal-- ; Noveto
Gonzales, Donaciano Ortega,
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The only exclusive
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OF LONG AGO lieved
the departure of his regiment.
Teodoro Ortega, Ignacio Romero,
There is one monument at the San,
in this pa- ta Fe National cemetery which speaks Mareelino Sanchez, Natividad Monto-yatime
some
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Garcia,
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from the Fort Wingate cemetery
Manuel
National cemetery at Santa Fe, X. M. and was buried in the little old stone Alejandro Baca, Juan Silva,
Librado
Most notable among them was "Old covered cemetery to the left of the Aranda, Favian Romero,
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Serafin Quintans,
Washy" an old Navajo squaw, who at post. At Wingate his friend and bun- - Quintana,
saved Fort Wingate, or its ky had thought the world of Dennis Roybal, Martin Baca, Santiago Baca,
one
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Daniel Quintana,
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Chaves, Inocenclo Gonzales,
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bers left back for guard duty, the sick jHis comrades remarked this and as Ililario Garcia, Paul Butt.
in the hospital and the wives of off- he was a fine young fellow and attendNEW MEXICO BEAUTY SPOTS.
Then the Xava-jo- s ed to his duties strictly, was a genicers and soldiers.
What is the most beautiful spot in
were considered a hostile tribe, eral favorite. Still his wandering off New Mexico? The Sunshine
State
and it seems that, learning that the !that way worried some of the rest of may well be called the Switzerland of
a
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and
few,
men,
they were beginning to America. Mountain
post was garrisoned by only
and mesa vie
they concluded to attack it while the bring this matter to the notice of iwith valley and plain in beauty of conAll Kinds of Building Materials.
commander.
When tour, in color and form, until the
main garrison was absent on field their company
duty. Old Washy as she was ever af- one day this young man came into mind is bewildered with tile
ter known had been doing the wash-- : the quarters and requested some of
Doors, Red
in
glory of the scenes
ing for some of the officers' ladies, ;tbe men there, to come out in the our fair state.
lfard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
;and being treated kindly by them hills with him and bring in a monu-- '
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formed an affection for them strong- ment he had cut out of sandstone for who can
the beauties of nature
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toNational
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learned of this assault upon
cemetery
Mexico magazine wants these words
land sneaked there after dark, went to day and is one of the truest marks of and will make this
department regusome of her lady customers and in- comradeship and the real love that lar feature of the magazine.
formed them of what was to happen one soldier bears for another, when
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were,
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shown and
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all over the state are
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ment.
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descriptive
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son had returned to the post during ton,
C, on the eighth day of June, ter, of Las Cruces.
Mr. Lucas was a well known
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the night and gave up their attempt 1SC3.
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who
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mas morning, everyone
Thursday
the request of ces. It is a new venture worthy of
owing
ever after, greeted Old Washy with his daughter who lives in California the cordial support of the
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await her arrival the funeral was New Mexico.
her own greetings "Merry Christmas"
no matter whether that day was six not held until! today.
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Successor to
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Them With the New Drug.
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MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
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discovered a new drug, othine double
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Reform School at Snrineerscars left on this Indian disfigured
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his remarkable point.
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War Department.
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Phone 14

Why Import Mineral Water ?
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WHEN
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Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

KAUNE

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders at

& CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.
Capital City Bank Bldg.

FRANK M.JONES,

Room 26.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards- Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or. Phone No.

For Full Information Call,

Or-
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moomrs stage line

Restaurant

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

INSTITUTE

o

The Tailor

Will clean, press, repair
or alter Ladies' and

POWER
IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch

the button and

is ready to cook

your
iron ready to use, your toasted
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
washer
the
for
fray, your
um cleaner ready
cool the heatready to cieanse, fan ready to
do
will
every thing
ed rooms. Electricity
reasonable
at
it
furnish
We
rates,
for you.
inforfull
and
Estimates
aod
n'ght
day
mation cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE "WATER & LIGHT CO.

Gents' Garments at

j

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

j

and Gents' Custom
Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

:

-

!.ui2Tj

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 3, 1912.
Notice Is hereby given that Francis-

co Montoya y Martinez of Espanola,
N. M., who on Dec. 30, 1910, made
Homestead Entry No. 014,735, for SW
4
SE 1-- S 2 SW1-4- , and W 2 NW
Section 23, Township 21
SW
NT.,
Range 2 E., N. M. Meridian, has

filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Sept. 5, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Flavio Montoya, Jesus M. Sanchez,
Her-rerRafael Herrera y Ortega, Iibrado
M.
N.
Espanola,
MANUEL R. OTfcRO,

a,

NOW

j

IS THE TIME to

Porch, Park
and Lawn Sets, Swings,

AwningsandScreensmade
to order by one who knows
bruit Ladders a
how.
snecialtV.

J.F.RHOADS

104uaiisteo street
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M
It will not pay you to waste your
tiem - writing out you legal torn
when you can get them already print
ed at th New Mexltfcu Printing

Register. Company.
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Fraternal Societies

i

7.30.
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ALAN R. McCORD, W.
CHAS. E. UNNEY. Secretary.

WATCH OUR SMOKE

Assistant District Attorney, First

Judicial District.

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor at
1, R. A. M. Regular
Practice in all the District Court
convocation i e c o n i and
gives special attention to case
Monday of each moatj before the State Supreme Court.
at Masonic Hall a: Office:
Laughlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N. M.
m.
7:30

La.

N

CHAS. A. WHEELON,
H. T
ARTHUR SEUGMAN. Secretary.

!

EH223EISE

There is no gas or hot air about it
We do what we advertise

Santa Fe Comir.anderv
!

jr"

,v&jk,
.

!

Now

For Men, Women
and Children.

for Big

Bargains in

OFF ON OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

OXFORDS
AND LOW SHOES

;

K- - TNoResuliu
fourth Mon
conclav
in each uonth a!
day
.
Masonic, hw at v:3i

....

p. ra.

,v

W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

CAimVRIGHT. 22.
Venerable MateT

HENRY 5. STEPHENS, 32
Mecretary.
v

9

Santa Fe Camr

13514.

First

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge
meets
regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothers always welcome.
ij)

!

$2.75
yw

4 tZ

w

CHILDREN'S OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS.

2.01),

"

SEE OUR

1.75
1.45
WINDOW

--

UME BROWN,

STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours 11 a. ni. to 12:30 p. m
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS.

1

to 3 P. M.

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,

A

NOW READY.

FORBUSH MAKE.

"

DR. W.

NEW MEXICO REPORTS

Tan. Button, Blucher
or Lace. Your choice

125,

Readers 'or

2,000,000

VOLUME 18.

Regular

One lot of $4.50 Oxfords, Black and

"

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVtrt.
TISE7
Tell your story to

Let Him Know It ir you are out ot
lot or second nana a
position, you must let the employer
belting, hangers, pulleys, ana
know it. A want advertisement in the
ing; one 12 horse power and one 22 ness and professional man in the city
horse power Leffel Engine, rlrst clan and county and a great many in the
condition; one 40 horse power loco- state. If you have any special talmotive type boiler capable or carrying ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
75 pounds of steam, paas ;J upon
by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
You cannot get up to date printing
material
piping and valves; a f,0 gallon gnso-- unless you have
line tank, with other sundry Items. and facilities. The New Mexican
Any of these items will be sold cheap Printing Company has both, and at
if taken at once. If l:iler,!gte.l.
ad the same time expert mechanics.
dress the New Mexictu Printing Com- Your orders are always assured personal attention.
pany, Santa Fe. New Meiico.
FOR SALE

200 pairs of Tan, Gun Metal

"

New Mexico.

-

-

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
next
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular Cation Block, Palace Ave.,
Ex.
Wells
door
to
on
Fargo
each
of
the
first
meeting
Thursday
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
PHONE 233.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 63.
come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.

One lot of Men's Oxfords. All
kinds of leathers and styles.
Values up to $4.50.

"

Fri

of

Hall. H. Foreiuab
A. E. P. RobinitoD
Cor. Sec.
David
Gonzales.

EN'S OXFORDS

44

of

the month
at the Fireman's

day

Your choice,

$1.55

No.

Brotherhood
American

I877-- A

Regular, $2.50, Sale Price,

.

Coniul

Homeste.--d
2879.

The very latCOLONIALS est thing and
the season's
best styles in Suedes, Tans and Gun
Metal. Regular $4.00.

-

A.

F. W. FARMER

aewm8waitijjjuiijiii,wgara

Sale price

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the District Court aa
well as before the Supreme Court of
the State.

And by Appointment.

CHAS. A. RISING. Clerh.

i

and Patent Colt
$3.50 and $4.00

W.

welcome.

this season's style in Tan,
Metal, Suedes and Patent
Regular $3.50 and
5)4 values.
rnce U

Your choice

M.

A. G. WHITTTEH,

300 pairs Women's Oxfords,

No.

.

Dentist.
neet second Tue
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
day each month, no
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
clal meeting tiir
at Fire- Phone Red G.
Tuesday
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
man's Hall. ViKir
Ing neighbors

e

EASLEY & EASLEY,
- Chas. R. Easley,

F. Easley,

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertil
ment in 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Secretary.
Taos, New Mexico.

7r

.

McKEAN S. crIEETHAM,
Attorney
Practice in all the Courts and Be
fore the Interior Department.
New Mexico.
Taos, - -

Las Cruces,

B. P. O. E.
460, B. P. O. E. holdt
Santa Fo Lodge No.
iti regular session oi

secona anu xourti
of eack
Wednesday
fi.JsJp2
month. Visiting broth
eri are invitee anc
welcome.
FRANK T. BLANDY,
Exalted Ruler,
P. M. A. LIENAU,

100 Pairs of Ladies Oxfords and
Slippers in Black and Tan. All
odds and ends. Values up to $3.00
a pair, wniie they last
per pair

j's

.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

Attorneys-at-LawAncient and Ac
Practice in the Courts and before
Scottish Rite o;
Free Masonry mee' ot Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
the third Monday of each montf
at 7:30 o'clock In the oventns It Santa Fe, N. M., branch Oflice, Estan- cia, N. M.
Masonic Hall, louth sldo of Plaza.
VUiting fntis'u Rite Masons ar cop
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
dially invited to attend.

JmwK

'

D. MOULTQN,

Attorney-at-Law-

degree.
cepted

S. G.

mercial value to us.

HARRY

Santa Fe Todge c:
Perfection No. 1, 14tt Chas.

We have several hundred pairs of broken lines which are going at
HALh PRICE. These are al! this season's styles and worth just as
much to you as if we had a full line. But they have lost their com

1

(SPSS?)

17-1- 8

p.

:

three-fourth-

M.

Sania Fe Chapter

e

s

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Rooms
at Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico

of each month
Masonic - Hall

j
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No. 1. A. F. & A.

e

d

Lodgi

Regular communl
cation first Monda?

aris-ques-

URINARY

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Montezuma

Everybody Is Trying To Do It
We Are Doing It Right !

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

MASONI- -.

Dr. Hewett began the lectures for built shrines and temples this valley
Wednesday with a talk upon the Pal- became a permanent residence with
ace of the Governors, on the north them and their commercial interests
side of the paza. He pointed out the led them to build markets among the
fact that the building was used even temples. Bassilica borrowed from
before the coming of the Spaniards, the greeks, 'were built in the market
which is proved by finding puddled p'ace. Here law courts were held,
walls within the adobe walls when business transacted and here the loafa few ers lounged through the sunny after-toonthe building was
the
The
taught
Spanish
ago.
years
About this time the struggle be- Indians to make adobe brick and
hence adobe brick walls can only date t ween the aristocrats and plebians
from the time of the Spanish con- - began. In the beginning only
Before that the Indians had tocrats could hold office but during
made only puddled ;va. s. which were the struggle the plebians gained
in the same way as the poured trol and Cicero boasted that he was
cement walls of today, using skins for the first plebian to become counsel,
In the time of Julius Caesar the
the mud moulds.
After the arrival of Ofiate in 1G05 Forum became so crowded that Cea-th- e
sar bought ground near the market
Spanish began the reconstruction
of the building, veneering the pud- - and began the erection of the Basi-dlewalls with adobe brick. The lica Julia, which was completed
by
Palace was completed in lGOS and Augustus. Julius Caesar was the first
used by Spanish officials for the next to have a uniform plan for the buildseventy-fivyears. The wings ex- ings of the Forum.
The views of the Forum at pretended much further to the east and
west than the present building and sent look like pictures taken in a
in the great fortified Pa'ace all the marble yard to those whose imaginaSpanish population took refuge dur- tion can not reconstruct temples on
the ruins. Dr. Wilson told a story
ing times of Indian rebellions.
The Spanish were defeated in the oE a hurried American tourist who
rebellion of lUStl and the Indians took told his guide that he had time to
of Home
possession of the Palace. This lasted see only the monuments
until 1C93 when DeVargas reconquer- which are the most, famous the woned the land in the name of Spain. derful church o. Saint Peter and the
Spanish governors then occupied the Roman Forum. The guide took the
Palace until 1S21 when the Mexican tourist to the Forum first and after
government took charge of it. Gen- the tourist had looked at the uins
eral Kearney captured it for the for a minute he said "Well now which
United States in 1S46 and from this is this?"
On the ruined shrines of the godtime it has been occupied by Amerdess Vesta the Germans have planted
ican governors.
At three thirty in the afternoon Dr. myrtle and laurel trees th? myrtle
and the
Alliot gave a most interesting lecture which was dedicated to Vesti
won so often
by
on American architecture from the laurel which was
a note of
add
trees
These
Caesar.
the
to
fathers
up
days of the Pilgrim
in the
construction of the Flat Iron building living decoration and beautythat was
in New York 'oday. The slides il- once busy market place
built by men long since dead.
lustrating this talk showed our pubLECTURES FOR THURSDAY.
in
lic, private and memorial buildings
took the
Thursday Dr. Hewett
all the periods of their growth.
to the San Miguel church ' for
students
of
the the
Dr. AlMot spoke especially
morning walk and lecture. He
architecture of the southwest and San- - explained that long before the coming
ta Fe. He urged that the architecture jof the s,)aniar(js Santa Fe had been
here should conform to the surrouna- - occuujo(1 lls an Inuian pueblo, in fact
ings and the historical setting of the
.mtwities claim that the site
place. He emphasized the charm of had b(?en aD;lndoned ut least one nun- - K
the unique Santa Fe and showed how 6reli years previous to Onatc's con- essential it was to Keep tne moaern :qllosti This desertion may foave been
common place out of the Ancient city. jdlle t0 drouth or other maurading
temples, colonial mansions and ;diau trjt,es coming up from the south.
modern villas are beautiful in their Santa Fe had two sites at that time.
proper environment but in Santa Fo the larger town occupying the present
the onlv appropriate and therefore Fort Marcy and the smaller the sec- only beautiful type of architecture iS;tion around the old church. The settlement on Fort .Marcy was called
the Spanish plan.
f
..I..".,- means me
picn.tr ...
In the evening Dr. Hewett gave a iv apogue,
the
near
shell
bead
water,
the
people
de
los
Rito
on
Frijoles
the
short talk
Hill site was called
where the school will go into camp while the Capitol
the little place across the wa- the last two weeks in August. He ex- - Analso.
All Indian towns took
IP''tlijeir
plained for the benefit of the Strang-from important tribes or a pe--'
los
de
Rito
Frijoles
ers that the
culiar feature of the surrounding
meant Bean brook in English ana was
country. These names given to San- a deep canon twenty mn0c nectly
mes by
west of Santa
u
air line altho' the trip over the
miles. The Slides
is a good thirty-fivof the Rito were very good and gave j'
althpnti(, aecount that we
some idea of the sheer five hundred !j)ave of thp srttIemm of Santa Ke
feet ot wan on me uuim
jg ,n 0nate-journal in whioh he
canon. At the oase oi rue iti.uusi speaks of passing through "inhabited
vertical wall are the caves which country" near here. He went north
were the homes of prehistoric peoples into Chamita and returned to Santa
in the soithwest. Later the people Fe in 1605, establishing
a settlement
moved from the caves, which were here
dwellings and
not exactly spacious
Coronado held his winter camp at
built themselves a hugh communal Pecos sometime before this and the
bothouse on the level land in the
mission churches there and at Jemez
tom of the canon. The slides show must have been built a short time beimmense
s
of
this
that
fore tihe church of San Miguel, which
community house has been excavat- was probably built in tne year 16:10.
ed Views of the many white tents The mission churches in Pecos and
along the "bean brook" show what a Jemez were the first established in
happy and beautiful camp the school the I'nited States, antedating those
holds there each August.
of California.
Since the churches of
was large and atten- Pecos and Jemez are only ruined walls
The audien
no at the present time, we are correct
tive last night but there were
spectators present who showed a in saying that San Miguel is the oldkeener interest in the lectures and est church in America.
In the afternoon Dr. Wilson lecturthe pictures on the screen than the
four Indians sitting in the back row. ed upon the Palatine Hill and tihe SacJulian and his friends come from red Way in Rome. The Palatine Hill
San Ildefonso and are probably as in- if the most desirable residence porterested in the school of American tion of the city but is entirely owned
Archaeology as any of the board of by the government now and occupied
regents. The three sqmws were very by imposing public buildings. In the
and their bright red days when Rome was the mistress of
picturesque
shawls added a gay note in the aud- the world there were many temples
are the pot- built upon this hill to the gods. Exience. These squaws
their art for cavators have unearthed shrines to
exhibit
who
tery makers
the "gringo salados" in the day time Jupiter Victor, Victory the Maiden,
and exchange the courtesy of listen- Victory, Apollo, and many others. It.
was upon this hill that Augustus
ing to the white man's discourse at
lived;
buying the residence of the
know
to
be
would
interesting
night. It
orator Hortensius. The emperor Ti- just what they thought of the lec- bertus, not
being satisfied with this
tures, wouldn't it? Of course the
simple residence, built an elaborate
to
were
familiar
Rito
of
the
pictures
on the northern side of the
them and they understood the ex- palace
hill. Still later, Xero built his faplanations of their friend. Dr. He- mous "Golden House'' here.
wett, but what do you suppose was
The Roman's knowledge of arcni-- ,
their impression when they saw the
and more especially the build-- ;
Roman
of
tecture,
the
ruins
pictures of the
Forum and heard of the luxury of the ing of arches and the use of concrete,
made their buildings the wonder of
Caesars?
the world. Their walls were built so
of
was
one
Dr. Wilson's lecture
strongly and with such thick bases
intense interest to the rest of the that
it was impossible to build dome3
audience at any rate for his explanawithout the supporting pillars, whicn
were
ruin
wonderful
tions of that
the Greeks found necessary in their
so clear and direct that his audience constructions.
had a vivid picture of the happenings
The Sacra Via ran through the For-- ;
in the Forum. We climbed over fal- um,
just below the Palatine Hill and
in
and
neglected shrines,
len arches
was. the principal street of the Forum,
of
and out of jails, to the tops
In time this became a great commer- churches and hills for a bird's-ey- e
cial street for there is mention in the
view of the whole Forum, gazed at ancient accounts of the jewelers of
the beautiful columns of the temple the Sacred Way.
of Castor and Pollux, saw the broken
The plan of the city was cut in restatues in the House of the Vestal lief in marble, and this forms an auVirgins, and instead of being weary thentic record for the reconstruction
and footsore after such a pilgrimage. cf the temples and public buildings
we found ourselves still seated in the in th Forun, ,httt markp(.
Diaee
comfortable chairs we had taken at wnjch was the center of nolitical dow- er in the entire world for over one
the keen interest in such a talk.
thousand years.
Dr. Wilson gave a brief summary
of the history of the Forum before
showing the slides. In the early days
primitive peoples lived on the hills
DISCHARGES
and in the valleys ot Rome. In time
RELIEVED I?J
as
they built shrines to their dieties,
in
the shrines of the Water Nymph
24 HOURS
the valley which is now called the
Each Cap- ""V
forum. There are many legends consule bear.IMIDY):
the nameVw s
nected with this valley such as the
Beware of counterfeit!
story of the Pope of the Savine
ALL DKUUG1BT8
Women, etc. After the people had
j
'
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Regular, $1.35, Sale Price,

"
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"

$ .95

"
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Boys' Shoes and Oxfords for a Song

FOR

Price, $2.70.

Express Prepaid, $3.00.

Send your orders in now for this latest
volume covering the decisions of the
Supreme Court up to January 15, 1912.
We also carry in stock all numbers from
one to fifteen inclusive. Copies of the
Compiled Laws of 1897 and all subse's
quent Session Laws. Money's and
Digests of the NewMexico Reports.
Missouri Code Pleadings and Missouri
Pleading Forms.
Der-den-

OTHER PRICES
FOR SALE BY

JOHN PFLUEGER.
31

New Mexican Printing Co.,
PUBLISHERS, SANTA FE, N. M.
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BERNALILLO COUNTY IS
IN ROOSEVELT COLUMN
THAT ELKS GAME
ON SUNDAY
A special train
coming up from
Albuquerque on Sunday with the Elks
baseball players and fans. It is ex
pected' that a large crowd will be on
board and that they will not be disappointed when they see the game
that is to be pulled off at St. Michael's
afternoon.
college field on Sunday
That the game will be full of snap
and good plays is a foregone conclusion as the line ups will be strong and
every play will be for blood. The players in the Santa Fe side are among
the best in the city and with Doc McSafford on the
Carthy and Eddie
mound to serve up the pill, even the
hitters on the Duke City nine are like
ly to biff the atmosphere more or less
frequently. Then, there are others on
the home side that "ain't no slouch"
when it comes to playing the national
game and those who attend will be
sure of a fine day's amusement. We
Want to make it a great day for our
guests and the Elks know how to do
i

it.

A

NEW PITCHER FOR GIANTS
Xew York, Aug. 7 The New York
Kational league club today announced
the purchase of Pitcher Al Demare
of the Mobile club of the Southern
league. Demaree a few years ago had
a trial with the Xew York Ameri
cans. He has pitched many shutout
games for Mobile.

Philadelphia, Aug. 7. Scout Bill
Armour lias seen two more kids to
his liking. He has purchased Second
Baseman Galloway of Vicksburg,
Miss., and Pitcher Peritt of Green
wood, Miss. They will report either
at the end of the Cotton States league
season, or in the spring.
MINOR LEAGUE CROP.
South Bend, Ind., Aug. 7. Less than
IS minor league players will be purchased by the major leagues this year
according to the scouts who have been
in the Central League territory this
year, among them being Larry Sutton, of Brooklyn; Jimmy Burke,
of
Detroit; Louie Heilbroner and Billy
Doyle, of St. Louis.
According to these scouts the crop
of minor leaguers is so short that
practically alii of the men who rise
in their profession will do so by the
draft route. Sutton is authority fo
the statement that so far he has not
.seen a single man whom he will pur-

chase. In the Central League he has
lound six players for whom Brooklyn
will put in drafts.
Scout Sutton is also authority for
the statement that not within the last
10 years has he fonnd baseball in so
had a condition as it is this year. Having been in all the minor leagues, except those of the far west, Sutton is
well versed to speak.
According to
his statement he has found the attendance very poor evn in cities where
the clubs are fighting hard to win a
pennant, while in towns which have
second diversion clubs the attendance
is almost nil.
The Brooklyn scout two months ago
left home determined to find three
or four players who would holster up
the weak spots in the Trolley DodHad he found them he
ger's line-up- .
would have paid any reasonable price
for their immediate release.
The
meD, however, were not to be found.

JENNINGS LEAVES DETROIT.
Chicago, Aug. 8. The threat of
President Ban B. Johnson to force
Manager Hugh Jenkins out of the
American league has become a reali
ty. The season of 1912 sees the finish
of the famous "Eeh-Yahas manager
in the Johnson circuit of baseball
flubs. He is now working out the
last three months of his Detroit con

tract.
Next season Jennings goes to the
Boston National league club to succeed Johnny Kling as manager. He
win also be allowed to purchase a
liberal slice of the club's stock, and
as Hugh Jennings is well fixed financially, the opening carries the opportunity of allowing the
little manager to get into business
for himself. He will have absolute
eway regarding all matters pertaining
to the personnel of the club and' a
free hand to spend all the money necessary to place a winning club in the
ground made famous by the late
Frank Selee and the
Boston
fiery-heade- d

old-tim- e

champions.
'Wild Bill" Donovan, the Veteran
Detroit pitcher, now doing duty the

greater part of the time as a scout
for the club, will become the Detroit
r
contract at
manager with a
something like $10,000 a year. The
work Donovan is doing this year combing the bushes is merely a preliminary
training for his regular berth next
season.
These statements can be made with
the absolute authority of a high official in the Detroit club, as well as
with the knowledge imparted by a
number of Tiger players. The deals
have been pending for the last four
weeks, and as far back as three weeks
ago the slate had been fixed. The
fear of causing disorganization both
;lubs to be affected has kept the Detroit and Boston owners from giving
he usual publicity to a change of this
character.
Jennings walks the plank for two
reasons. The principal one is the
scandal growing out of his connection
with Manager John McGraw of the
New York Nationals in last fall's
world series. Jennings and McGraw
were team mates in the old days of
the batting champions. McGraw has
always entertained a bitter hatred toward Ban Johnson and the American
league since he turned against them
When manager of the Baltimore club,
end kidnapped his entire bunch ofj
two-yea-

The DeAgriculture's August crop

Washington, D. C, Aug.

Mr. Romero had been brought
camp by the Old Guard and that he
would line up with the stand pat
e'ement in the coming campaign.
"Bernalillo county is in the Pro-- i
gressive ranks to stay," said Mr.
Romero.
"This is especially true
voters
among the
who will never consent to the old
time methods and boss tactics."
The interview has come as a severe
blow- to the old line leaders
here who
had been industriously at work try- ing to patch up their'broken fences.!
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Corn Condition 80.0; indicated acre
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the figures "1S73." The place where
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ORCHARD HAS RELIGION
AND SORRY FOR MURDER
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Cincinnati-Philadelphi-
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ported to Rafael Gomez,
city marshal. Mr. Gomez at once sent an officer to the scene and ordered the
workmen to either
the body
at once or burn the skeleton
and
what remained of the casket. They
quickly complied with the order.
! hoc uciiu vi siu.il uaiuam)
M
my life," said Marshal Gomez today,
"You would think that even boys of
that age would know better and have
a better sense of decency than to des- ecrate a grave in such a manner."
On the casket was a name
plate
which bore the name of "James
or some such a title. It was almost indistinguishable.
The plate al

con-.43-

TODAY'S GAMES
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Winter wheat Preliminary
estimated acre yield 15.1; of total production 390,000,000, quality 90.7.
Spring wheat Condition 90.4; yield
15.1; production 290,000,000.
Oats Condition 90.3; yield
319; I
production l.JOi,000; quantity remain
inS on farms 34,872,000.
Barley Condition 89.1; yield 2C.7;
production 202,000,000.
Rye Acreage 2,097,000;
preliminary estimate of acre yield 1G.9 of proStops
Coughs Cures Colds.
ConlID No Opiates U Safe For Chllilren
duction.
Quality 42.0.
Buckwheat Condition 88. 4 ; acre- For sale by all druggists.
age 835,000; yield 19.3; production

STANDING OF THE WORKMEN THREW SKELETON
CLUBS
FROM TRENCH INTO ROAD

REPORT

ll

000.

-

i

the memory of the old Baltimore
world beaters as a sacred one, and
He counselled
he readily responded.
McGraw to the best of his knowledge
as to the loose cogs of the Athletic
machine and even came out in print
with the assertion that the Giants
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
would win and with his own sincere
AVon
Lost Pet.
Workmen engaged in digging- a
hope that they beat the Mackmen.
727 trench north of the federal building
72
27
York
New
Johnson did not forget this, and Is
.640
36
61
said to have volunteered the informa- Chicago
unearthed a rude casket
59S yesterday
5S
39
tion to his cronies, among them Chas. Pittsburg
a skeleton. They threw
containing
515
48
51
Comiskey, that he would "get" Jen- Philadelphia
skeleton into the road and
55
47
Cincinnati
.40i;the
nings.
tinued work. All day, the skeleton lay
58
45
St. Louis
The strike of the Detroit players
.363 in the road.
65
.37
During the evening, a
Brooklyn
season
over
the
Cobb
this
suspension Boston
the
28
.2S3 party of half grown boys found
71
matand Jennings' pacific stand in the
bones of the dead man. They placed
ter, with his leaning toward the playthe grinning skull on top of a fence
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
ers' side of the controversy, only
Won Lost Pet. lJOSt and proceeded to do an Indian
tended to show Johnson that a man
around it, throwing rocks at
CSG dance
33
72
'Boston
with the interest of the league more
the ghastly object and finally knock-,583!i40
65
,619;
Washington
at heart should direct a team so popit "ft tne post. None of them
43
60
ular as the Detroit aggression. Presi- Philadelphia
51
parently
thought of reverence for tihe
50
Chicago
dent Frank Navin was given a quiet
dead man and one of them even
53
53
,00;
Detroit
tip to get rid of Jennings. Navin is Cleveland
moved the hair from the skull and
56
it
a strong executive and a
320 placed it uprignt on a stick. Passers
32
68
York
;New
baseball magnate.
He saw that the
M:by protested at such uncivilized nro- 33
70
eighteen-yea- r
contract Johnson has as ;St. Loui3
cedure and the matter was finally re- president of the American league starLEAGUE.
WESTERN
ing him in the face and quickly made
Won IiOst Pet.
up his mind to side with Bancroft.
65
. 5S6
40
Denver
Johnny Kling had failed in Boston,
59
.536
51
both as a manager and a diplomat, as Omaha
57
51
.528
far as his players and the press was St. Joseph
55
51
.519
concerned.
For the past four weeks Des Moines
54
.505
53
Jim Gaffney of New York has been Sioux City
54
55
.495! Harry Orchard now serving a lift!
dickering with John M. Ward to get Wichita
51
.472 sentence for ih.-57
Ward's Boston stock and thus gain Lincoln
of twenty
3S
69
absolute control of the club. He had Topeka
six people during a series of dynamit- Jennings in mind, having been tipped
ing outrages of the miners of
off to the change in the American
llnd I(lall during a strike a num- :rado
"
league affairs by Frank Farrell. Jenber of years ago, has written to Chas.
nings was offered the place as soon
A. Siringo, cowboy
detective
hero,
NATIONAL.
as Ward was out of tire club. When
telling him that he ha at last founi
at
Boston.
Chicago
was
Gaffney gained control, Jennings
comfort in religion. The letter, Mr.
St. Louis at New York.
told that the deal was closed.
Siringo says is a remarkable one in
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
"Wild Bill" Donovan, the new leadmany
respects when the bloodthirsty
at
Brooklyn.
Pittsburg
er of the fighting Tigers, has been
nature of the Harry Orchard of a few
a Detroit pitcner for the past nine
years ago is considered,
AMERICAN.
years, coming from the Brooklyn clwb
at
Mr. Siringo, who was Orchard's
Chicago.
Philadelphia
in the days of warfare between the
Washington at St. Louis.
guard during the trial of Mover, Hay-- i
American and National leagues. His
New York at Cleveland.
wood and Pettibone, miners and offi-- !
early training was received around
Boston at Detroit.
of the Western Federation, be- cials
Philadelphia and his first real minor
well acquainted with Orchard
came
league work was with Providence of
the old Eastern, now the Internation;and was largely instrumental m
al league. His sobriquet
securing a confession from him.
of "Wild
Bill" was taken from the lack of conIn his letter, Orchard tells of the
NATIONAL.
trol he displayed' as a minor leaguer
gift of a typewriter and a fine turn At
Philadelphia.
and not from any of his personal hablathe from former Adjutant Gen- game postponed, rain; two ing
its. He was really a member of the
eral Wells of Colorado. It will be
tomorrow.
games
Brooklyn club when performing for
recalled that Orchard, during the
Providence, being "farmed out." He
blew up the
At New York.
R. H. E. trial, admitted that, he
has always been rated as one of the
with
residence
New York
2 S 1 Adjutant General's
really great modern pitchers.
Wells.
St. Louis
4 9 1 dynamite in an effort to kill
In the three years Detroit won the
Batteries: Wiltse, Crandall and Mei- The house was demolished but Wells
American
league pennant, Donovan ers ; Geyer and
escaped serious injury because a por-- i
Wingo.
and George Mullin were the main
tion of the dynamite did not explode.
stays of the club in the box. His new
At Brooklyn.
Orchard also admitted having dy- H. e.
R.
place is considered as a reward for
9 0 namited
Brooklyn
the residence of Governor
his long and faithful services.
9 8 1 Steunenberg
of Idaho, killing him. He
Pittsburg
Donovan has a wondrefully
magBatteries: Allen Phelps, Robinson also dynamited the Independence
netic mannerism and is ' extremely
Gibson.
lorado depot and also killed a Pin- popular with the other players.
He
In all he killed 20
kerton detective.
has marked executive ability, good
At Boston.
Tf. H. E nr mnr
uprsnns rtni'ins? the labor
baseball sense and is a shrewd busi- Boston
"13 4 war.
ness man. Leading critics of the
3!
The letter to Mr. Siringo is as folgame have always considered Dono- Lmcago
Batteries: Tyler and Kling; Leifield
van excellent managerial material Smiuh
lows:
and Archer.
and his promotion comes as no surBoise, Idaho, July 9, 1912.
prise. He is the logical man to be
Chas. A. Siringo,
AMERICAN.
selected by President Navin as JenSanta Fe, N. M.
At St. Louis Washington 2:
St.
nings' successor.
Dear Friend:
Louis 0. (2 innings, rain, no game.)
I received your card and a
BUTTER THE BEST.
ago I received your very inteWOULD FIGHT RIVERS.
The discussion among a party of
book. I rarely ever read any.
r.
VTir r,.l
resting
unere
is
uuMus, jug.
baseball men turned to the best shortBut knowing
of that nature.
thing
about
Mandot
nothing
that speaks of
stop in the league.
It was agreed the prize
as I did, of course I became inyou
He
ring.
appears to be a
that Artie Butler of St. Paul was the
terested, and it is surely a wonderful
boy of
man.
Butler can hit, throw, run the good high intelligence and unusually revelation of human nature.
Joe's
breeding.
conversation
bases and do everything required of
backs up his physical appearance.
him.
Chapman of Toledo, who had Nothing
vulgar or boastful about
been touted all season, it was
pointed him; he is not forward; he appears nently retired from the ring, Burns
out, hasn't the arm Butler has, isn't sincere and
said:
you like him.
"Now that Johnson has retired the
hitting so consistently and has a
One of the things that helped Joe title reverts to the white race and 1
weakness
in playing
his position get a
reputation was whipping all am prepared to defend it. Johnson
which will make him of less value in
three of the Chicago fighters who be says I gave him the toughest fight of
Corri-demajor company than Butler.
One ois whole career."
of Kansas City isn't near the hit- long to the same family circle,
of these brothers of Polish extrac T3
in o line ticati l!ir!nn in Pol era tt
ter and more erratic.
Gerber of tion
goes under the name of Cralie fnr ttu last
Columbus can field with any man in
White, the other calls himself Jack
the business.
Fifty more points on
his hitting would make him a scream. White, and the third is Billy Wagner.
Los Angeles,
Cal., Aug. 7. Tom
Jack is the boy who got the decision
Columbus Dispatch.
for Ad Wolgast, statJones,
manager
over Owen Moran on a foul a week
ed today that he had received a teleago.
REMARKABLE
gram from Wolgast denying reports
RECORD.
Mandot sees a chance of beating that Wolgast had signed to meet
Roy Chapman, the infielder Cleveland acquired from Toledo, in the Am- Rivers and getting a match with Ad Packey McFarland. "I think Rivers
erican association, after practically Wolgast. "If they are going to post will be Ad's next opponent, and that
every major league club had been odds at 2 to 1 with Rivers favorite. will be some time in the latter part
angling for him, has the remarkable I'll take- $500 on myself and I never cf the year," said Jones.
record of transition from the nine of bet before," was Joe's only comment
a country high school to the "big on the Labor Day affair.
JOHNSON MAY WRESTLE, NOW.
show" in less than three years. He is
Chicago, Oug. 7. Jack Johnson inWHITE, HEREAFTER.
a flyer on the bases. He used to run
dulged in a chuckle last night when
100 yards in 10 5 seconds
Chicago, Aug. 7. Jim Flynn, Jack Tommy Burns's statement was read
and 220
'has to him.
yards in 23 seconds flat, and was a Johnson's Las Vegas victim
football player.
He has a batting drawn the color line.
"If Tommy will fight for the chamHis manager, Jack Curly, has re- pionship
and whip all the , other
average in the minor league of .341
Athan
ceived
offer from the Garden
and has been a first magnitude star in
'hopes,' both white and black, he's
letic Club of New York for Flynn to welcome to the title," Johnson said.
every phase of the game there.
meet Jeannette in Madison Square "He's mistaken about giving me fhe
Garden as a substitute for Johnson. hardest fight I ever had. Sam McVey
Flynn declined to consider the offer. holds that honor."
LUCKY WASHINGTON.
"Any white man, but no more of
out
stands
as
a
Washington
living
Indianapolis promoters have offered
these colored fighters for mine," is Johnson
example of that decree to which luck
$5,000 to wrestle Charlie 01- .
.
No
figures in the national pastime.
ouu iu a. union 111 mak wlj mime lime
,
one will deny Griffith was lucky to
!''' September. Johnson "thinks" he
immediately, but as far as John will accept. He said his retirement
get Washington and Washington like- sign
son, Langford or Jeannette is con- from
wise lucky to get Griff.
When the
fighting will not prevent him
I am through."
from wrestling.
Old Fox took hold of the Nationals, cerned,
decision is perhaps brought
Flynn's
the Capital City boasted just four around
by the fact that he has twice
Johnny King, a 133 pounder who
players outside the pitchers Milan lost to
Langford on knockouts, and
Ainsmith, Shrtstop George McBride twice to Johnson, once on a knock- has made quite a hit in Chicago, has
been matched to meet Tommy Gary.
and Comedian "Germany"
Schaefer. out and the other time in
Las Vegas. The
Griffith may be considered lucky to
scrap will be held in Peoria, 111.,
have picked from his recruits such a TOMMY BURNS TO TRY AftAIIM. where the lid has just recently been
coterie of stars as Foster, Moeller and
oisted
Calgary, Alberta, Aug.
"Chick'' Gandil men who fitted right Burns,
heavy weight A
in wit hthe veteran nucleus to form
challenge has been cabled to
pugilist of the world, announaea to- the strongest aggregation that ever night his intention to make
at Charles Ledoux, the French boxer,
But was it tempt to regain the title. Discussing to come to Boston and meet Jimmy
represented Washington.
luck after all?
an Associated Press dispatch quoting Walsh before the Pilgrim A. C. at
All these marvels were up in fast Jack Johnson, wno won his title from 118 pounds. At the same
time an
company before, but were turned back Burns, a3 stating that he had perma- - offer has been sent over to Jean
--

9.

partment of
into report follows:

Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 9 Ber- naliHo county win go almost solidly
Un Theodore Roosevelt.
This was
as lacking the vital spark. That Grifthe text of a statement made to a New
fith had the mhooked up so well may
hero this
Mexican correspondent
possibly be due to managerial acumen
and genius, do yoi not think so? "For xorning by Don Jesus Romero, sheriff
of this county and a widely known
all things come to him who waits."
Progressive leader.
BOXING BRIEFS.
Mr. Romero was chairman of the
The report comes from Now- - York first state
Progressive convention held
his
late
that Palzer and O'Rouke,
in this city and he is an enthusiastic
manager, have finaly agreed and all Roosevelt man.
The interview was
and harin well, once more peace
cir- given in refutation f carefully
mony between the hope and his guar- culated statements to the effect that
dian.

stars for the New York Nationals. He:
claimed that Johnson's tyranny drove
him out of the organization and in
return he did the best he knew how to
wreck the league.
So when the world's series opened
last year, it was only natural that lie
should turn to his old friend Jennings
for counsel as to the weak and strong
points of (he Athletics, the American
league winners. Jennings looks upon

MARKETS.

I know a
great deal of it from bit-- i
ter experience, and I have no hesit- ancy in fully believing the rest. And

now Mr. Siringo I have proven beyond the possibility of a doubt, that
there is nothing in this life that will
bring real lasting peace, without we
have a full knowledge of sins for-- '
given. Even at our best and most
prosperous times the pleasures of this
world pass away, and leaves our
minds unsatisfied. But I thank God
that He has provided a remedy for
all mankind. I am not sorry that I
paid the price, while it has left me a
prisoner tor life, and if I have to
spend it all behind these walls I am
not sorrv that I made a flpnn hrencf
j of aM tha, awfu, ilfe for l never could
j )ave coale
to a merciul and joving
Saviour without that confession. I am
very sorry for all the suffering and
misery that I have caused others, but
j as
for myself, it is the only brave
thing that I ever did. There is not
many of the officers here now that
were here when you was here. Mr.
Ackley is the Deputy Warden. I will
send you a brush after a while. I
put in my spare time
making
brushes, bridles and bridle bits and
a few other little articles.
I have
been able in this way to send the
dear wife and little girl several hun
dred dollars, for which I am very
thankful.
Tell me if you use a full spade, bit.
I make some pretty nice ones and will
send you one. I have not heard from
Mr. McParland for some time. He
has been very good to me and to the
dear wife and little girl. He has sold
a lot of articles for me. Mr. Wells
has never forgotten me either. He
gave me a fine Typewriter several
me
years ago, and last winter gave
a fine lathe, that cost $260.00. Thanking you from the bottom of my heart
for your kind remembrance of me, I
am
Very respectfully yours,
HARRY ORCHARD.
I

Box 58.

White Potatoes Condition
87.8;
yield 100.7; production 371,000,000.
Tobacco Condition S2.S; yield S20.C.
Production 980,000,000.
Flax Condition 87.5;
yield 9.4;
production 2S,000,000.
Rice Condition 80.3:
yield 21.9;
production 23,000,000.
a. yield 1.49;
un,,.fin,j(n
production 73,000.
Apples Condition 65. S

,

WALL STREET.
New York, Aug. 9. Stocks
were
strong in today's early market, with
gains greatest in certain specialties,
some of which failed to hold. Reading
again was the feature or the active
Canadian Pacific and South- group.
ern
w"ere relatively heavy and
Hill issues ruled under recent best
prices.
Canadian Pacific moved up on reported foreign buying, while Grangers
were stationary.
Steel reflected a
similar condition with copper under
Bonds were easy.
presure.
During the dull noon hour, Canadian Pacific added to its advance and
American Sugar was up a point with
similar gain for At'antic Coastline
and over 2 points for L. & N.
The market became more irregular
irt the later trading.
The market closed strong.
The
market was inclined to waiver after
the publication
of the government
crop report which seemed favorable
in most respects.
Just before the o'jse, however, an
active demand for some of the lead- ei's turned the tide, prices in some
cases being the best of the day.

lanc

CHICAGO

GRAIN.

W. W. COX

IS HEAD
OF LAS CR'JCES PARTY.
Las Cruces, N. M., Aug. 9. Monday
night the progressives of Dona Ana
county met and organized the Progressive party of Dona Ana county.
S. S. Hookland was chosen temporary
chairman and G. E. Marteeny tempo-

rary secretary.
After the temporary chairman and
secretary had been elected the meet- ing proceeded to appoint committees
on permanent organization,
declara-- j
and publicity.
tions, membership
made chairman
Lytton R. Taylor
of

the permanent organization

.

CONANT IS GIVEN
JOB BY PRESIDENT.
Washington, D. C. Aug. 9. Presi-- ;
dent Taft today formally
appointed
without confirmation of the senate,
Luther Conant Jr., of New York, as
d
commissioner of corporations to
Herbert Knox Smith, who resig-- !
ned to join the Progressive party,
s
The president withdrew Mr.
nomination because it was dis-- j
covered the law does not require the
senate's approval.
Previous commis-- j
missioners of corporations were ap-- ;
pointed with the advice and consent
of the senate.
suc-;cee-

Con-ant'-

warm
Aug.
weather in the Canadian northwest
"ad a bearish effect today on wheat.
DECIDE YOURSELF.
Reports of heavy shipments from
Argentine, India and Australia, also The Opportunity Is Here, Backed
counted against the bulls.
Opening
Fe Testimony.
figures ranged from
lower to a
Don't take our word for it.
snide higher.
December started at
Don't depend on a stranger's state93
to 93
varying from
ment.
off to 1
up and then declined
Read Santa Fe endorsement.
jto 92
Read the statements of Santa Fe
The close was steady at 913-- for citizens.
And decide for yourself..
September, a net loss of
Rains advancing eastward weakened
Here is one case of it:
the corn market.
December opened
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St.,
a shade down to a iike amount high- - Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "Two and a
er at 55 to 55
half years ago I gave a statement for
and sagged to 54
The close was firm at 55 for Septem- - publication regarding my experience
uer- a J0SS 01 a snade.
with Doan's Kidney Pills.
Today I
A rusl1 to buy seaat ats
higher de- - am stronger in my praise of this remI suffered
si,ut) lne wetness ot other grain. edy than ever.
greatly
Scantiness of immediate supplies and from disordered kidneys, the pains in
threatened delay to the movement my back being so acute that I had to
from the farms led to the bull flurry. stop work and sit down. The trouble
December started
up to
up at steadily grew worse and I rarely
33 to 33
knew what it was to be free from an
and rose to 33
Commission house purchases form- ache or pain.
Soon after I began used the basis of an advance in provising Doan's Kidney Pills, my pains
ions.
First sales were 2
off to 7 and aches disappeared and my back
'
up with October
delivery. became strong."
17.80 to 17.85 for pork; 10.60 to 10.65
For sale by all dealers. Prrce 50
for lard, and 10.52
cents,
Co.,
Buffalo,
for ribs.
New York, sole agents for the United
ST. LOUIS METAL.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 9. Lead lower States.
Remember the name Doan's and
4.304.35; spelter weak 6.90.
Chicago,

111.,

right,

c

8

4

6

'

-

3-- 8

4

2

Foster-Milbur-

2

take

HOTEL

ARRIVALS.
Palsy to come hither and argue with
LeBaldwin
130
at
Matty
pounds.
PALACE.
doux and Walsh are considered
the
Mr. and Mrs. Stackhouse, San Anchampions of France and America, tonio, N. M.
H. B. Holt, Las Vegas, N. M.
respectively, at 118 pounds.
C. J. Laughren, Deming.
H. D. Bowman, Las Cruces.
Pack McFarland steps onto the canOrrin A. Foster, Las Cruces.
vas again on Aug. 30. His opponent
Venceslao JaramUlo, El Rito.
will be Young McCartnel and they
W. R. Brown and wife, El Paso,
will row it out in Philadelphia. Neith
er of the boys will begin their train-- : Texas.
Frank Owen, City.
ing until about two weeks before the
E. H. Oakley, City.
battle.
H. J. Herring, Las Vegas.
G. B. Spangle, Pontiac, Mich.
A match has been arranged between
S. Lennea, City.
Freddie Welsh,
lightweight
Mr.
and Mrs. Presley Pond, Roswell.
champion, and Johnny Summers, the
E. Clark, Alcalde.
English welterweight champion. They
Miss True, Pajarito Ranch.
will come together in a twenty round
Charles C. Patrick, Denver.
15.
at
on
Cardiff, Wales,
fight
Aug.
Morgan H. Lloyd, Taos.
Welsh has also been signed up for a
E. B. Barrow, Denver.
fifteen round go with Grove Hayes
Mrs. Benganier, Albuquerque.
of Chicago, at the National, Can., toMr. and Mrs. Chaves, City.
morrow.
Bert McClelland and wife, San
Francisco.
ROOSEVELT'S SPEECH
T. D. A. Cockerel!, Boulder, Colo.
IS PUBLIC DOCUMENT
"
DECLARES U. S. SENATE.
MONTEZUMA.
G. W. Hirnip, with Manusauriez.
New Party Makes Its Debut in WashW. T. Hogan, New York.
ington Political Society When SenMr. and Mrs. J. H. Allison, Albu- ator Poindexter Asks to Have Mes- querque.
sage Printed.
E. C. Hamilton, Albuquerque.
Ben Dolin, Willard.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 9. The
Fred Choog, Willard.
E. F. Graff, Denver.
progressive party made its formal bow
Senator Pointoday in the senate.
Arthur V. P. Conway, Denver.
dexter as a member of the new party,
Peter Elgas and wife, Albuquerque.
asked that Colonel Roosevelt's speech
J. R. Carpenter, Cheyenne, Wyo.
at Chicago on August 6, be printed
A. R. Carpenter, Wyo.
as a public document.
J, H. Worth, Albuquerque.
The request followed one by SenaW. H. Brown, City.
tor Brandegee that Senator Root's
CORONADO.
speech of notification and President
J. M. Barnes, Cold Springs.
Taft's speedh of acceptance also be
J. Wr. Walker, Las Vegas.
printed as a public document. SenaMalaquias Martinez, Taos.
tor Culberson had asked that Senator
Tan Livingston, Taos.
Cesario Garcia, City.
James' notification speech and GovS. A. Gansmith, San Antonio, Texernor Woodrow Wilson's acceptance
be printed as another document. All as.
Jno. R. Lyons, Floresville, Texas.
three requests were granted.
,

com-- !

W. W. Cox, chairman of the
mittee.
resolutions committee and Mr. Reber
chairman of the membership commit-- I
tee and C. E. Lee chairman of the
All the com-- i
publicity committee.
mittees were instructed to commence
active work at once.
Quite a sensation was created when
it was announced that W. W. Cox. the
well known cattleman and treasurer
of Dona Ana countv, would be named
as permanent president of the club.

A

Or

110

n

other.

Man's Face Is Often

at Least

His

His Capital

Fortune

!

Where Do You Get Shaved ?

SAWYER'S

IS THE BEST PLACE

Give Him a Trial.

East of the Plaza.

UNCLE ABE'S
RHEUMATISM SOAP
The Greatest Discovery of the Age.
Made from the formula of an Em-

inent German Doctor. It will
cure all rheumatic and muscular
pains in both old and young. Recognized by most leading doctor
as the greatest cure for Rheumatism, Stiff Necks, Stiff Shoulders,
Lame Backs, Colds in the Chest,
Cramps in the Stomach, are all
quickly removed by following the
directions closely that accompany
each package of UNCLE ABE'S
RHEUMATISM

SOAP.

Guaran-

teed under the Food and Drugs
Act.
J. KILBRIDE, SOLE AGENT,
Suite

34

No. 1 Bridge Plaza,
and 3ft, Dept 9.
Lovg Island City. New York.

Price 25c per pkr By Mail add 6e. for Postage ALL MAIL OKDEKS PROMPTLY FILLED-

Cycle
Pope Motor
Power
4 Horse

PRICE, $165.00
With Importeda Magneto.

doubt with trouble
AjMotorOyde without
left at the factory.

LIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.

PASH

BROS., Agts.,

Santa Fe.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 9, 1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

UNITED STATES BANK

RSONALS

S TRUST CO.

Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Hall have

CAPITAL 850,000 00

up their residence

at "ill

PAGE FIVE

MAJOR PALEN WILL
NOT RETIRE HE SAYS

taken

Great Bargains
-i-

MliM

Iienjamin Martinez left today for
Tierra Amarilla to accept the position
of deputy county treasurer under

Business

ABLE

tsiaoiisnea

H. F STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

mt

:

Incorporated I90J

Take an

ARMY BLANKET
Ok
Khaki Suit, or

OF

FIRST

STREET

MILLINERY

RATIONAL

RUMORS

the balance of this month

TO-

Jaramillo.
DAY ARE WITHOUT FOUNDATION
Mr. Edgar P. Shields,
traveling
MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
representative passenger department,
A street rumor which gain d
con-- ;
Southern Pacific
railroad,
spent
125 Palace Ave.
Thursday in our city, Mr. Shields is siderable credence xo th- effec: that
well and favorahly known here and Major It. J. Palen, veteran banker
and president of the First
we are always glad to see him.
;itior..)i
MILITANT SUFFRAGETTES
Mr. S. A. Goldsmith, a prominent bank would retire from .ictive b
IN LONDON
soon and that one jf the hoard
ISSUE DEFY
merchant, of Kstancia, was a busiTO COURTS OF ENGLAND.
ness visitor in the capital city Thurs- of directors would succeed hi a?, wos
positively denied by .Major Paleu '.his
day and Friday of this week.

Your Patronage Solicited

W. E. GRIFFIN

PRESIDENT

BANK DECLARES

Ven-cfsIu- o

6. LAUGHLIN, President

Good Pair of Leggins, or

Pair of Riding Trousers, or
Swell Ladies' Riding Skirt,
ONE OR ALL OF THESE

s

Misses Maud and Carroll Brown of
Boston, will arrive in the city tomorrow
en route to Arizona, and:
while in the city will be the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob We'tmer.
Robert P. Krvien, land commission- jer, and his two sons, Howell and1
John, accompanied by T. P. Cable,
have just returned from Roswell in
their auto, where they 'have been on
a business trip.

They Dsclare Sentences Imposed Upon Rioters Are Only for Purpose of
Major Palen to a New Mexican reTerrifying Others Identified With
"1 have never even given a
Contest.
porter.
thought to such a thing and you may
Loudon, Aug. 9 The Woman's So- &
stiy that the report is untrue and that cial and Political t'nion, which heads
I
have no idea of quitting the First the militant
movement,
suffragette
National Bank at this time or 'in the issued a
statement today regarding
future.
the sentences pronounced by the Dub
"So long as 1 feel that can handle lin
on Mary
court, oa
A
the affairs of the bank as they have Leigh, who wasWednesday
of
will
be
sent, to jai! for five
been handled in the
sr long will years for
A hunting parly composed
of the
John Redmond,
wounding
MARKED
DOWN
will
well known "dead slots," J. A. David, I continue in my pr. s?n; petition. I leader of the Irish
parliamentary
.nv uoys, reW. H. Kerr and V. K. Turner, the have, within the past
be
party, with a hatchet she had thrown
prices
latter the representative of M. J. ceived a couple of ba.ikin-- ; i ropsit-ion- at Premier Asnuith: on Gladys Evans,
low
would
which
my
greatly
O'Fallon Supply company,
enlarge
sentence of a year's imprisonment
ran out
some fifteen miles and spent the af-- i sphere of work bm I have rejected for setting iire to he Theater Royal,
of
both
Albucame
One
them.
from
ternoon shooting doves.
Dublin: and on Lizzie Baker, who was
They report
and another from the east. given seven mom lis
splendid
shooting having
bagged querque
DRY GOODS
imprisonment as
CO.
I intend to remain
here, however. m accomplice of Gladys Evans.
"bout twenty of the "innocents."
build the First National bank on
and
.Mrs. John Curtis and Mrs. Phillip
The Union defies the authorities,
it always hits had
Simmons of Helen are in the city to the siune foundation
calling the sentences an outrage which
for conservative,
honest
banking
attend the state convention of the W.
was not devised as a punishment to
methods."
C. T. 1'.
lit the offense, but to terrorize other
They are well known residents of Be!en, have a large circle of
women.
friends in the state. While in Santa THEY ARE MAKING
The judge's hint that the sentence
Fe they are thoroughly enjoying the
would be remitted
if the women's
THE ECONOMY FRUIT JARS
A
GREAT
magnificent climate tind are taking
ir.Uitant tactics were abandoned, conin the many historical sights in this
Best Fruit Jar in the Market.
stituted, says the statement, a bribe,
An
automobile which could not he
vicinity.
to Open, Easy to Close.
without
accepted
Easy
Messrs. I B. VUikRoy and George trip is being made by a party from disloyalty to the cause.
Ohio
and
ami
to
coast
the
Michigan
Mignardot have just returned from a
tour of northern New Mexico. Their back again by way of New York. The PRESIDENT LECONTE
membeis of the party are Gecrge B.
itinerary embraced the
following
DIED IN HIS BED.
AT LOW PRICES.
Dr.
towns and cities, viz: Kspanola, Coy- Spangler of Pontias, Michigan:
of Detroit, a news writer, on
Oliver
ote, Ahiquiu, Kl Rito, Ojo Caliente, a
Detroit journal: Richard West and Eody of Late Haitian Chief ExecuPitaca,
Taos, Penasco,
Trnmpas, Clifford
tive is Recovered From Ruins of
Truchas. Cordova, Chimayo and thence and R. T.Vernon of Mt. Vernon, Ohio,
His Flimsy Falace New Man Taltes
Evans of South Wales. They
to Santa Fe.
They report having made the start on
7, from
Charge.
July
had a splendid time, having slept in
in a forty-fivhorse power Oakthe open every night except three. land
Tor au Prince. Haiti, Aug. It. The
touring car, the object, of the
The weather was fine and they had all
THE
CO.
being partly pleasure and partly body of the late president of the Haitrip
the shooting they wanted, and every
business, and will have covered 10,. tian republic, Ceneral Oinoinnatus
In fact, (100 miles
day was fine trout fishing.
who perished in the fire which
by the time they reach
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
nothing but the dread of leprosy pre- home.
destroyed the national palace
here
vented them from continuing their
They are demonstrating, on the trip yesterday was found today on the
tp inuciimtely.
lhey report, the a new compound called Kssenkay used iron bed on "Which he had slept. The
crops in fine condition and the people as a substitute for air in automobile authorities are making arrangements
They declare tires, and are at the same time prov- - f,,r a national funeral,
happy and prosperous.
that the fanners of that section are ing the value of the Oakland car as
Tlle transference of power to the
FIRE
more progressive spirit a touring machine.
INSURANCE
new- president,
FIRE
exhibiting
Ceneral
Tancarede
than at any time in their history.
The party arrived in Santa Fe yes-- Augiiate. who was selected yesterday
James T. Newhall, father of Frank terday, all feeling fine and enthusias-- , b'
members of the senate and
Can
Afford to Overlook
Xewhall, an old resident of Santa Fc, tic over the journey and left last eve-- ' ('haniber in national assembly,
was
jjj and the possessor of a host of friends ning for San Antonio, New Mexico.
out in perfect
One mile from Plaza, of
tranquility.
ACRE
here, passed a few hours in the city The next stop from that point will be F'nion continue to search tfie ruins
which four or five acres
at
the
call
ot
social
and
made
a
,llp llace and the adjacent iov-Satoday
Albuquerque, then Phoenix, Arizona,
in alfalfa. All under
are
office.
New Mexican
Francisco, then Los Angeles. On t,er '"agaziue for the bodies of
fence
No Buildings.
and
tillable
land.
PRICE $1,800.00
o
Hiram Hadley, former member
return trip thev will make "ew;tinis f tlle fire and explosions.
C
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE.
73
iue uutnu ui iegems ul u:r w;in.-himd
New
uneans, Atlanta
York. The
ana juecnanic Arts, nav points touched east of here were Ch'-- : DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC HAS
(j; Agriculture
k ii:g resigned his position on June Cth ,cago, Omaha,
BLOOD IN ITS EYE.
Colorado!
Denver,
i
.,,.!-i
u.. t, r
Room 8, Capital City Bank
Springs, Pueblo and Raton, and they
Building Santa Fe, N. M.
ra
JSof Las Vegas. The appointment was reported good roads most of the way, Washington, T). C, Aug. J!. The
made by Governor .McDonald, on the finding the toughest proposition
be-- ; Dominican
minister here Dr. Don
ACCIDENT
HEALTH
LIABILITY
ffl Sth instant.
tween Pueblo and Walsenburg, Colo- - Francisco .1. Phinado, has been injrado. They were hit by a cloudburst structed by his government to arrange
EDUCATED BURGLAR IS
up in our neighboring state, but got for a loan of $1,000,000 to enable the
TAKING POST GRADUATE
Dominican republic to war upon Hal-- t
away safely though not entirely dry.
It. may be of interest, to the nsnnto
COURSE IN CHICAGO.
The state department will
try to
jot "ev Mexico to know that Mr dissuade the two republics from their
a
Jacob Foy Guthrie Had Collected
Spangler declared that the New Mexi- - warlike intentions.
ivnsceuaneous ioi or juttn vaiuea co roaas were among the best they
at Some $200,000 and Now Lands in had traversed.
Jail.
TODAY'S "ROGRAM.
Accompanying the party was 11. T.
Herring of the H. F. Auto and Garage
9.
Jacob Foy Co. of Las Vegas, who is state
Cdiicago, 111., Aug.
10:00 a. ni. Tndian women
agent S
Guthrie, termed "the educated burg- - for Essenkay, and who will
making pottery in the Placita.
off
stop
lar and forger" who is accused of at Albuquerque.
;
10:30 a. m. Walking excursion
stealing more than $200,000 worth of
to Guadalupe church, Dr. E. L.
415 Palace Avenue
::::
Phone. W 204.
was
held
to the grand jury PRETTY LITTLE SLAVE
property,
S Hewett.
today in bonds of $37,500 on eleven
GrfRL IS RESCUED BY
3::!0 j). m. "Historic Epochs
Guthrie waived examinacomplaints.
in Art, illustrated,
SAN FRANCISCO POLICE.
Dr. Hector
tion and was assigned to a cell in the
Alliott.
x
; county
whose
jail. Persons
property She Was Held Captive in a Den Her
S:00 p. m. Joint services with
was stolen visited police headquarters
Value Is $4,500 aud Now Tongs Are
Mexico W. C. T. V. in X v
the
in an effort to identify their belongReady to War Over Her Possession. X Hall of Representatives
at the X iir.
ings from the mass of articles found
assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns in
San Francisco, Cal., Aug. 9. Be- Capitol.
X .0 Large
in Guthrie's hiding place.
STERLING SILVER.
cause pretty little Lee Seem, slave
6
"Pompeii," illustrated, Dr. Har- X
Special and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.
was
girl, valued at
rescued X ry L. AVilson.
$ y
HAND DECORATED CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS
from a den in a raid by the police X
TOMORROW'S PROGRAM.
X
Gold
and
Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
10:00
m.
a.
L'
and
Indian
Wednesday
X
to
women
a
taken
H.
KAUNE
CO. nission home,evening
there is portent of strife
making pottery in the Placita.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
in San Francisco Chinatown.
10::;o a. m Final lecture on
The
the History of Santa Fe, Dr. E.
San Francisco
tongs are muttering and the hatchet
Reliable Jeweler f"
L. Hewett.
rnd gun men of the societies are
Street.
Safe
3:30 p. m. "Maja Archaeo-arming, while the police squad in the X
logy," illustrated,
quarter, is seeking tho tong leader
Sylvanus G.
who is supposed to have been the X Jlorley.
N
owner of the girl.
m. "Pueblo
X:Q0 p.
Indian
The Four Families Tong, of which
Drama Dances," Dr. E. L. Hew-ett.
uie gin s iormer master was a member, accused two others of the tong
of having informed the mission
of
AT TESUQLE, FORMER
the girl's plight, and the accused
WELT-ME- R
STROBER
men were served with notice to appear and exculpate themselves or preRANCHES COM
pare for death.
"

am

not going

10

retire."

suJ

rSPECIAL

-

articles
simply
to such a price that you
nave to ouy. ine
will
ridiculously
and the values large.
great variety

Phone 36.

Why not
put this with what ycu have and purchase a
GOOD income property ? We have for sale some
of the best residence property in the
city. See
us before closing a deal elsewhere.

O. C. WATSON & CO.

Phone, Red 189.
119San Francisco St.,
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
66-6-

Day or Night Phone, IJO Red.

Next Door to Postoffice.

When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO

Pon-tia-

c

e

FURNITURE

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

WORK RETURNED BY FIRST MAIL.

THIRTY

I:

.ev

He

Lowest and Best
We can take care
of your business.

can do no better than stationery, you
placing your or.
der with the New Mexican
UP0n

EMPEROR IS
VISITOR TO HOMES
SADDENED BY DEATH,

""'

P

You get it in

Stops at Humble Cottages.

FOR SALE

HYE5

GERMAN

at their

If you use embossed

r:n8 are BtTicay

Q. YONTZ,

JO

Now is the time
to place your orders for preserving. Now they are

Want Ad. in the New Tovt.n
sees more people in one
day than yOU
A little want ad costs hut a few can see in a month. Try one.
cents and brings wonderful result3
when published in the Xew Mexican. pLMteStPOrting news ,n th Santa
Mexican. Read it.
Try one.

Today's news today,
the New Mexican.

Sy

S

RED
OR
BLACK

A

bVU"ted

SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.

RASPBERRIE S

Telephone 9 W.

datl

McCONVERY,

i

Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

to

C

JAMES

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

Oure88tvTiU

n

1

SWEET PEA

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

Society Stationery The New Mext-- i
can frinting Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latet
forms in society stationery. The ne
size correspondence cards, etc. Or.
Jers taken for engraved and
work. Several lines to make
your selection from.

2

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Read it.

TRACT

vie-th-

-.i

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

GASPER ST.

This?

n

Where Prices are Lowest
for
Quality.

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

We are making a iive paper.

DISHES

BEAUTIFUL BRUSSELS RUGS

S.

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

104 DON

tThe

YOU

on improved business property only.

of

f

1

TO LOAN

License Numbers,

A s COS

AKERS WAGNEk

9

jj

i

FANCY HANDPAINTED

iMIIBWOlPjf
:

SALE

Saturday, August 10th Only.

across-the-countr- y

work. The exposure will have done you good. We
have a selection such as you will not find anywhere else in the city.

:

JULIUS H. GERDES

morning.

TRIP

ARE NECESSARY to spend that Outing
properly.
You can then come beck ready for the strenuous

O. Box, 219.

This line consists of all Piece Goods and Ladies' Suits.
Coats and Dresses.

i ADOLF SEU6HAN

Proper Hunting Shirt, or

P.

son's Summer Goods.

s

Pair of High Cut Shoes, or

m

AN

Galisteo

si reet.

a General

IMPORTANT SALE be
gins Monday, lasting
the entire week on all this Sea

n-

BINED.

INSURANCE
Fire,

Life.

S. KAUNE

a

CO

City Property and Loans.

Accident,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality

Tp
I vl

246

w
J

126-- 4

REAL ESTATE
wm

Land Grants,

Surety

i

il

City Property, Farms,
R.anches, Orchards,

1

Etc

AUTO GARAGE
THE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK

Bonds

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ONLY EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS

Cor.

KENYON'S JAIL BILL
ON SENATE CALENDAR.
Of
Washington, D. C, Aug. 9. Senator
to
bill
courts
Kenyon's
compel federal
to impose jail sentences instead of
194 W., Room
fines upon convicted violators of the Telephone
Sherman law, got out of committee
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
today and took a place upon the
calendar. Mr. Kenyon will work
'for its passage at this session.
SANTA FE,- - - - NEW MEXICt

U

sen-ale- 's

acres-we- ll

One-ha- lf

LEONARD,

Selijrman
and

All Kinds.

H.

Sixty

under ditch. 600 fruit
trees, small fruits. Present ,owner must sell
owing to poor health. Inquire of
fenced.

Of

Miners
and Sympathizes
With
Widows and Orphans Made by Mine
Disaster.
Bochum, Germany, Aug. 9. Emper
or William and his brother. Prince
Henry of Prussia, arrived here today
and visited the injured survivors of
yesterday's mine disaster at Gerthe.
Subsequently the Emperor went to
several of the miner's cotatges, where
he expresse dhis condolence with the
families of the victims of the ac
cident.
Thug far 19 bodies have been tak
en from the mine and eight men still
are missing and undoubtedly are dead.
Two of the injured men
died last
night.

and

Water
Sts.

3

I

Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.
THE ONLY MODERN GARAGE IN THE CITY.
Phone your cal.
Giving the best service at all times.
SIIPPI IFS OF E VFRY DESCRIPTION

the

Mccormick

ON HAND.

auto

co. IV
I
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SANTcH FE NEW MEXICAN
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Dally in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW,
axes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Ltrser Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper In United States. $2.50
a Year.
President
ERONSON CUTTING
Editor
WIGHT GIDDINGS
Associate Editor
WILLIAM F. BROGAN
General Manager
CHARLES M. STAUFFER

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.
FIRST

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Wtekly,

2.00 WeeUly,

per year

six months
50

Weekly, per quarter

I

the Pecos.
It has been said, and we
believe with truth, that the man who
is a success in one thing is likely to
be a success in rost anything he
and those who in the last
few days have undertaken fishing, and
to whom any order for fish should be
referred, are Jif'ge R. H. Hanna,
Judge Roperts, Xathan Salmon, Mr.

Valley Ranch Activities.

1.00

BANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

Entered as Second Class Matte r at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
$1.25
$5.00 Daily, per quarter, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail
$2.50 Daily, per quarter, by carrier. .$1.50
Oaily, six months, by mail

FRIDAY, AUGUST 9, 1912.

Valley Ranch, X. M., Aug. T. Anyone desiring a large number o fine
mountain
trout should
have no

trouble

in securing
them, judging
from the quality mid quantity of the
fishermen now seen on the banks of

Winters, John H. Walker and many
ciher equally prominent men.
If you are looking for a prominent
man around Santa Fe and don't find
him, the chances are that you can get
him on the long distance telephone
b v calling Valley Ranch.
If he isn't
the
here, he ought to be, because
fibbing is unsurpassed.

es, for no court would compel any MAGGIE MILGATES AT
woman to live with a man who had all
A SUMMER
those things at once. I do not think
the
in
third party
The past two weeks have revealed a wider scope
man would he ungallant
that
any
movement, than was thought probable at an earlier date, and the warning
enough to go on record as charging
Dear Folks: In the last year at
of the democratic staje chairman of Massachusetts to the state committeelovely womanhood with the posses- - the factory eight girls from the third
men of that .tate as io the third party's strength in the industrial districts
You ought to have been here to the sion of quite so much unpleasantness,
floor, five from the second floor and
of Massachusetts was not given as one of danger to the republican party OM Guard's
committee meeting Sec, so in that one particular, at least, seven from the buttonhole and finishaione, but was full of significance as to what might happen to the democratic if you wanted to see the
very thing man shows his superiority,
vote in those districts of the Bay slate.
ing rooms won themselves a home.
in the "trivial" line.
one shudders to think what will And not one of them had any time
Thi-rare sisns of similar import from New York and Ohio. In fact,
real'happen when woman's suffrage
hut Suiidnvs and holidays to en gun- the danger signals are out for the two old parties from all over the country.
The Hon. Sec. has become a realty becomes general, and women like
So it. some- ning for bridegrooms.
It is not as funny as it was a few weeks ago, when the standpat republicans
poet. Even if he don't land that job, the one in New York get on the how
you to see flocks of remand the democrats alike were inclined to place the great progressive move- he can let his hair
jars
Won't man get his nants who've been
Gee!
grow long and stump.
sticking around the
ment in the class of the Palmer and P.uckner movement in lSUti and odhei
and the pres- festive seashore all summer and no
write those nice little vcrselets.
then?
Past
campaigns
political movements of even less importance
ent one will seem like pink teas in
engagement ring in sight yet. Are
11 is the intention
of the progressive party to fight strenuously for the
to what is coming with all the men here
An(J S(1C everybody agrees that it comparison
discards, or don't
eradication of the recognized evils that are existing at the present time V0U(I j,e a
shame if anv New York women on the stump.
the marrying kind come to the sumand this new party will have to be reckoned with in every state in the Union, Romero j
THEY DIDN'T LINGER.
Miguel coun.y actuajmer bote's?
.
anu tne campaign is to ue one or Kaleidoscopic cnanges auu siai mug cniiiuAra , ,
,
work to a livUis;
Mrs.
from
"With compliments
There's one poor doll that I know
in all localities. It is very significant that one of the greatest, and staunch-es- t
Wientge, Grand Avenue Heights, San- what's the matter with who gets
democratic dailies in the I'niled States 'has sounded a note of alarm
"the
nominating ta Fe." That's the way it read. It
Sec,
Certainly
and is calling upon the members of the party to beware of over confidence,
the glassy eye from all the Charlies.
power" ought to entitle you that U. S. was just a slip of paper pinned onto
as the independent vote promises to be very heavy. It is an acknowledged Marshalship. How shamefully
a
lot
contained
whioh
andanother
paper
fact that Roosevelt is a living example of the old Roman spirit to find a Trivially that
good for nothing senate 0f home grown, rich flavored, daintily
DIAGRAM.
way or make it," and he is not one who ever surrenders. His hold on the acts about it.
colored apricots, which were brought
rank and file of the American people is a constant and increasing wonder.
Winning a Vacation Prise as the Most
office
editorial
into
the
yesterday
It seems today stronger than ever before and none of the leaders of the
Popular Pantsmaker, a Factory Girl
like hot
If the Juarez rebels didn't fire at; afternoon and disappeared
Writes Home About the People She
did
on
a
El
soldiers
Paso
cakes
in
the
winter
.
night,
every
They
.
,
,
morning,
,i
Tu
oU
,h
,.ol.i..
i, i
Meets.
down there actually wouldn't not linger. This is the method taken
see old time members of both parties breaking away from their allegiance people
cordial
to
donor
to
for
the
a
was
the
candidate
extend
know
Taft
that
and cannot tell how far reaching the defection is going to be.
thanks of the donees. As is pretty
democratic paper says, in
The Cincinnati Enquirer, the old,
well understood, generally speaking,
an pnuirint'
Gov. Wilsons speecn 01 acceptance the newspaper office is the public's
"The regular republican organization, as was proved last June in Ch- iimprove upon the Democratic punching bag and a lot of critical
cago, is under command of experienced, aggressive, skilled, artistically ef
in the least. In fact, there slams come in as must be where there
fective leaders, men who only seek results, not arguments or explanations, platform
were several items he overlooked en- are so many people to satisfy. And
alw
and Colonel Roosevelt b.as
ays risen to meet every political difficulty
while the newspaper man's training
tirely.
that has blocked his progress."
has made him as impervious to punchIt looks like utter demoralization in the old organizations.
are es as the .strong chest of Lip Arthp,
who
of
Old
Guard
the
Members
0
looking for an appropriate hole to Johnson, yet when a friendly recogni- f PV
ACP TUET
crawl into should not overlook the an- - tion comes in, in the shape of a bunc
i
ul
"
-We have got to disagree with Rev. I.ichliter of that big St.. Louis church, cient. cliff dwellings near this city.
wnatever tney are ot tne newspachairman of that city's public morals committee, who justifies lying on the And then too, the scenery is just hue
per office's "heart, grow warm.
ground that "the duty of truth telling lies within the realm where others out there.
It is a wonder that Santa Fe counhave a right to the truth; no one has a right to ask a prying or malicious!
.
'
ty is not covered with fruit orchards
in
the
question.
There was perfect harmony
view of molality and mighty poor doc- Old Guard's committee yesterday. when such fruit can be raised in it,
We think this a mighty cross-eyeIt only
trine to incubate into our youth. A lie is a lie and never justified. There Every one agreed that it was perfect- as Mrs. AVientge's apricots.
shows what a fruit country this really
is no realm confining the duty of truth telling.
Given the alternative of ly
one
some
to
let
with
them
alright
is and what can be done if the news
THE REMNANT.
lying, or telling truth that seriously hurts, there is always a way out by else put up for the campaign sl'ish
goes out to people of the east who are
silence.
fund.
and
seeking homes in this beautiful
It is perhaps true as a rule, that no one has a right to ask a prying or
It isn't because she's such a bad look
glorious west.
malicious question, but shall we instruct our children to lie under such cirGov. Wilson is going to have his
Some way it does not seem as if er, although I'd hate to have a face
cumstances or to frankly declare to the prying or malicious questioner that
picture taken and use it in the cam- we but half advertise this beautiful just like hers wished
on me for
the matter is none of 'his, or her, blamed business?
old city and wonderful country.
The anything.
Her main trouble is that
There is already too much lying, too much evasion, too much flattery, paign. well, we dm that once wnen
to
reports from the east Rihow a vary- she doesn't know how to play her
too much false diplomacy in our association with one another. The fellow we run for justice of the peace and
She's too easy to read. She
who asks a malicious or otherwise objectionable question is not entitled to be honest and open about it, we lost mg climate where they are starting cards.
their furnace fires one week and goes into such a eager flutter when
the facts, but that does not justify our lying. On the contrary, he is en Am tec
sweltering the next, while in this a man notices her that it makes him
titled to the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, which is that
marvelous climate we are enjoying an stall and
ferret
Rockefeller
is
the matter is none of his business.
helping
j
sidestep. It throws a scare
Young
It need into him. He at once sniffs a snare.
'Such answer is both politic and moral. It clears the atmosphere and out the Rosenthal murder conspiracy. almost perfect atmosphere.
leaves both parties perfectly assured as to their position. To say that lying If young Rockefeller really wants to only be seen to be fully appreciat- A beau is more confident and trust-- ;
ed. There is not anything on earth ful when
is justified is saying that deceit is better than frankness, and this is not so.
be of service to humanity, he might,
you're fighting him off. I
finer than a Santa Fe summer.
If
out
how
the
0
in
time
his
guess I know, because I've been
ferreting
put
could know it.
bridesmaid at a dozen weddings right
Standard Oil trust put the price of oil only everybody
A RARE TREAT.
A TEXT IN OUR CREED,
out of the shop, and knew every one
where it is and got away with it.
I sometimes wonder if our own citiThe tariff should be taken out of politics and made the subject of scienwas going to happen before the fel'er
zens
the
of
out
tific study by a
value
commission of experts. The rates should be
quite appreciate
did.
But this poor skirt don't realo n paying
is
senate
The
figuring
summer
School in
lowered to cover the difference in the cost of production at home and abroad,
Archaeological
ize
his
the
in
Lorimer's
right way. It's too bad, too,
defending
expenses
session here at the present time. It
and so levied that, the benefit would How to American labor and not to favorbecause she's pretty soon going to fall
his.
ed interests as at present. No one general tariff bill should be enacted, be- title to tlmt seat that, wasn't
ought to be one of the big things of
into the serious yellowleaf.
cause such legislation offers opportunity for trading and log rolling. The Sure. There ought to be some method tne west. There is really no city,
state
our
in
So she moons along the beach In
criminal
even
every
whereby
of
that
can
schedules should be adopted one at a time on tiie basis of the expert data
great size,
for the just this feature and it does present
some- a red bathing suit, as if that helps
collected by the tariff commission which should be required to report to prisons co ild be
expenses they went to it in trying to times seem as if people from abroad any when the boys have put a jinx
congress and the president at stated times.
0
keep out.
appreciated it more than our home on yo.i, and pretends to read poetry
folks.
with the book upside down. Would
"Business should be bo supervised as to make prosperity also take the
The Hon. Sec in the Hon. See's
There has been some wonderment you butt in, if you was :ne, and put
r
and reasonable prices to the conshape of good wages to the
sumer, while investors and business rtva.is are insured just treatment, and own paper declares that it is alright expressed by those in charge of the her wise?
Yours, with no complaint to make,
the farmer, the man wiio tills the soil, is protected as sedulously as the for all the Romero family to .have school that the home attendance is
Taft jobs because that is the system so small, and those who are attend- MAGGIE.
wageworker himself."
from the east are also showing
That does not sound revolutionary nor dangerous nor dictatorial does it? everywhere, especially in Washing-MnH has the tone of helpfulness and relief. It has the human ring and surely ton. Yes, Sec, but that s nisi exacuy some wonder over it. There is so
Orinance No. 10.
there is no intimation of bossism in it. It is a quotation from Roosevelt's: what the common geezer is kicking jmuch here in Santa Fe of an unusual Be it ordained by the City Council of
character and our people have grown
the City of Santa Fe.
about. Do you get us?
speech at the Chicago progressive convention.
so accustomed to it all that
.
Section 1. That sidewalks be built;
0
they natu- with vitrified brick or cement, as may
The president of Hayti was blown; rally, perhaps, grow indifferent.
Some of the rules adopted by t'he progressive convention show a radical
I have
known ueonlp whn lirofl be determined by the mayor on a line
from the old system of procedure, and all are along lines which: up and killed when a powder maga(rrsLii t
If within a few miles of Niagara Falls, and grade to be furnished by the
city
iv.vb the power of the bosses and give the people greater voice. One of the' zine under the Palace exploded.
we wo i'dn't who havp never seen
changes precludes the right of a delegate in a convention, seated on prima we had had a Palaceone box of 12 once and some who them more thnn engineer, whose services are to be
have never seen paid by the owners or agents or per
facie evidence to vote on his own contest and another prohibits any office keep more than, say,
them. Tt is in accordance with the sons 111 charge of the lot or lands
gauge shells for our shotgun and we
holder serving on the national committee.
Both are progressive measures.
wouldn't even keep them in the cellar old saying: "A prophet is not without abutting such improvement (proposed)
0
that
in
was
way. These monarchs are awful- honor save in his own country." The said sidewalks to be laid and built
not incompetency that defeated
Sec. says
See's paper that it
daily association with things renders withiu thirty days after the passage
him. It was because Imcero got the most votes. Sure thing. That's always ly careless.
them so familiar that we oftimes lose and approval of this ordinance, on
the reason one fellow beats another, but there must be a cause for the fellow's
sight of their real importance.
In the following streets and avenues,
most
we
and
had
the
that
voies.
do
to
competency
opine
getting
something
the matter of the Archaeo'oRical SumTHE BYSTANDER
But the competency was I.ucero's.
with See's defeat.
mer School we ought to awaken to its
On north side of Hickox street
a
.
0
SEES IT
importance and make it a big feature four foot walk from Galisteo street to
The New Mexican congratulates the Fosters on the enterprise they are
of the season.
Cerrillos street.
displaying in publishing the New Mexico Magazine, mentioned elsewhere, and
On east side of Galisteo street a
A
FEW.
JUST
we wish for them an abundant and gratifying success in the venture.
four
foot walk from Manhattan street
anhas
York
New
A woman in
0
to the city limits.
V
HE COULDN'T VOTE
l"e
nullceu
'"""""'s
is
too busy with other matters
to take up so
Evidently the senate
On north side of Manhattan street
The Colonel must have them
ten. chief faults of men: Selfishness,
S. marshalship for New Mexico.
trivial a thing as the
out. in California. Here's a S a four foot walk from Galisteo street
going
u
ivDiviwmiir
-laziness, niieiupeiauct?,
to Cerrillos street.
story Gov. Hi Johnson tells at
ty, illtemper, cowardice, dishonesty,
On south side of Garfield street a
An edict from the New York police is that all unmuzzled dogs must be
Chicago:
f flattprv. indifference.
five foot walk from Hancock street
shot. That will be easy. Shooting in New York city, whether it's dogs or
"There were fifteen of us sit- ,phat . u;oks t0 me as if the dictionary
to Guadalupe street.
gamblers, is no trick at all.
n pxh.,11sted as far ag mean.
ting in the lobby of a Los Angel- -On north and south sides of Agua
es hotel. Someone suggested
undesirable traits are concerned, but
Fria street a four foot walk from Guathat a straw ballot be taken.
Senator Root declares that Taft's nomination is 09
pure. lt would I would like to see the woman who
dalupe church to the city limits.
X 'Al! who favor
be interesting to see Dr. Wiley's analysis on that.
Roosevelt
for
has man invoiced in just that way
On south side of Canon street a
0
see her from a distance. I mean,
president stand up,' I said. All
four foot walk from Santa Fe river
but one stood up.
Bryan lias contributed $1,000 to the Wilson campaign fund. Why don'! through a telescope or on the movies
the city limits.
he give a lecture or two, and pay it that way?
"'What's the matter with you? S to On
where she couldn't get out and could
west side of Garcia street a
0
woman's
I
am
that
not talk.
Aren't you for Roosevelt?" I X
glad
five foot walk from Canyon road to
A seedless watermelon is the latest, Now if the seedless inventor would estimate ot man is not
I sure a:n,' he replied, X
general and X asked.
Manhattan street.
turn his attention to grapes.
X 'but I've got rheumatiz.' "
it does not seem to be.
X
On north side of Aztec avenue a
li
One of the first instincts that comes XXXXXXXXXSKXXSSXX
foot walk from Guadalupe street
four
Woodrow Wilson says he will not interfere with any rows in the demo- - t0 the sweet feminine nature is to
HE WANTED SANTA FE.
ctatic party. Woodrow's optimism is as touching as Taft's.
think of a beau and she never seems
It is but fair to note that George tc Hancock street.
0
The city marshal shall serve a copy
to outgrow tine Instinct either, even Armijo, wihose loyalty to Santa Fe is
The manner in which Governor Stubbs of Kansas, laid Senator Curtis when she comes to know this man who
and never gets chilled, made of this notice ordinance, duly certified
perennial
away in the senatorial contest was one of those trivial acts that occur in possesses all those undesirable, di- an effort to get the standpat state by the city clerk on the owners, agents
somies not trivial to Senator Standpat Curtis, however.
reputable and pitiful qualities.
convention held in the ancient city or persons in charge of the lots or
0
However, when one reads the esti- - and offered a motion to that effect, lands abutting the said sidewalks
The progressive platform is broad enough and strong enough for any- mate of man made by that kind of a tut was voted down by the otber herein provided, which copy so served
body to stand on, and a constantly increasing number of American people are: woman who ascribes the above
members who stood for Albuquerque. shall be notice to such owners, agents
on.
itioned qualities to him, he considers When George forgets to plug for San- or persons in charge to lay, build and
0
e
!the source. Being a man and
ta Fe, it will be when he is bo old that construct such sidewalks within sixty
is an eight million dollar bean crop in California this year. Aba! ;iag men, I am willing to admit that be is
tottering and toothless and mem- days from date of service of such copy
Who cares where the price of meat soars to.
the sex possesses these qualities, but ory has left him helpless. Albuquer- of this notice ordinance.
0
not ajj at jjj0 game time. If he really que is this year's convention
(Signed) CELSO LOPEZ,
city but
1
It must be an awful humiliation now for just a common criminal to be did, there would not be anything done Santa Fe ig likely to get into
Attest:
Mayor.
the
arrested by a New York policeman.
iu the courts but grinding out divorc- - game before the season closes.
FACUNDO ORTIZ, City Clerk.
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THEY ARE IN DANGER.

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
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THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

S. A. AKINS,

Proprietor.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

j

.

,,.,,

,

European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

rock-ribbe-

Meals, 50 Cents.

'

m

Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

V'ji

T?Af

'Av

w

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

i

d

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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How About That Fire

Insurance?

n

wage-worke-

FULLY PROTECTED ?

IS YOUR PROPERTY

Think About It!
THE
GENERAL

--

MOULTON-ESPECOMPAN-

Then Act!

V

SANTA FE, N. M.

AGENTS,

j
t

g

t:

AS

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELGADO. PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF
MEXICAN

BLANKETS,

RUGS, PILLOW

TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,

Both Native and German town Wool Used.
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
Don Gaspar Avenue.

Send for Price List.
1
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ONE DOLLAR BUYS
One Thousand Dollar? in Accident Insurance for one
OCEAN

ACCIDENT

COMPANY.

INSURANCE

year in the

Let us Explain Our New

TRAVEL INDEMNITY POLICY

For those who travel.
GENERAL AGENTS

This contract is a winner.
koomc4pibtmkcity

HALL & HALL

0-

0-

0

'

-
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know-Ther-

i

Rooms With Bath,

THE

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

WY

HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these jnoderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

?-,-
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TOURIST
RATES
WEST
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
St. Louis,
$44.35

Chicago,

$50.35

Colo. Springs,

St. Paul,
$50.35

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

Pueblo,

DEATH FROM TRIPLETS.
After giving birth to two girls and
ono boy bailies Monday morning at
her home at Bvazito. Mrs. Trinklena
Treste died al S o'clock the same
The little boy died soon
morning.
after but. the two girl babies are
alive mid well at this time. Mrs.
Treste, the wife f a farmer, has already (i living children all at home.
The funeral was held today and burKio Grande
ial was at Tortugas.

CAREFUL OF STREETS.
Billy May won his case against the
city of Durango, wherein it was alleged that Bill drove a bunch or
horses through the si reels of that city
We understand that, the
unlawfully.
city council lws ordered that the
owners of cattle or horses who wish
to pass through Durango must, first
notify the marshal, and that Second
avenue has been na ned as the street
on which such stock may be driven.
San Juan County Index.
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When the blood becomes infeetcil with any unhealthy humor the effect is shown by boils, pimples, and r.i.shc; or eruption son the skin. Humors
pet into the blood usually because of an inactive condition of the climina-tiv- e
members.
Thus unhealthy matter is kit in the system to sour and
ferment and be absorbed into the circulation. Remove these humors and
no skin trouble can exist, because its very source is then removed. Boils,
rashes, pimpks, etc. can never be cured through
the application of external medicines, because such
treatment can have no
effect on the blood;
the most to be obtained from such measures is temporary relief. S. S. S. CURES all skin affections
because it purifies the blood. It poes down into
the circulation and cleanses it of every particle of
unhealthy matter. Then the blood exercises its
normal function of supplying nourishment to the cuticle instead of irritating it with a fiery humor. If
you have any skin trouble you could not do better
than purify your blood with S. S. S. It does not "patch up" it cures.
Book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.

Dawson
several parties from
purchased small tracts of land, and will
abandon coal camp life and resume
work on their farms.
The barbecue was a profound success, so much so, that mioiher will be
given some time in the near future,
when other land buyers will be presen;. Limarron News.

FIRST CLASS FRUIT.
Tlie fruit growers can not lie too
careful in Hie selection and packing
of their fruit. This is the first peach
crop tli'.it San Juan county has ever
really had. Former crops have been
sufficient to demonstrate, that we had
a country capable
or producing the
goods, but. this year we have the
p.oods probably ten times more peach
1 trees
are now in bearing than ever
and it is up to the entire
j before,
to show practically
j section
on the
open market that we can not be out
classed by any other district. To do
this it is necessary to discourage any
r
policy of any individual
or company by which they might, undertake to "work off" any inferior
There is xnore first class
goods.
than can be handled, so packing and
shipping should be limited to i he best.
Parmington Enterprise.
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FOR SALE- -! Two story residence on
alace avenue Ut 00x240 feet. O. C
Wat. on & Co.
Elegantly Furnisriecl Rooms Tar Rent
Ronnis eleganily furnished and bav-nall modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building.
Apply ;o F. M. Jones.

le

-

a
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TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typiwriter Exchange. Phone

STATE CONVENTION, W. ?. T. U.
A PLEAScHNT SESSION

WANTED
00,000 people to drink
the mineral, cool, clear water of the
It can be procured
Aztec Spring.
CALIFORNIA.
by applying to Mr. Henry Krick, who
thus giving the visitors opportunity to furnishes same to all the leading sa(Communicated )
Angeles,
of
2Sth
the
bear a few of the splendid lectures loons and drug stores in the ci'y.
The
Annual
convention
San Diego,
Oakland,
Oneway via Portland,
Woman's Christian Temperance Un- and giving them an idea, of the scope Why drink muddy water from the
or pipes when you can drink
ion held their opening meeting in the and magnitude of the school establishSHOOTING SCRAPE.
House of Representatives last even- - ed here, the only one of its kind on clear and beneficial water from ths
Wednesday last, three soldiers, ell
ire. This is rather a notable and t!i eAmerican continent.
On sale daily, to September 30th.
Judge Mo- - Aztec Spring.
the influence of liquor, weie
under
CANDELARIO MARTINEZ,
reus- - Fie is an old friend of t"ue orgaliizd-ons- .
convention
for
several
"special"
Return limit, Oct. 31st.
creating a disturbance at Central.
First, while this is the second jtion and assured the-f- t they were fully
When asked to keep q liet by Deputy
convention held by ibis organization within their rights in asking the legis-iSPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.
Sheriff Buckner they got obstreperous
THAT COUNTY SEAT.
the Ancient City (the first being lalure to al'ow the people a vole on
FATHER AND MOTHER
Buckner
knocked
and one of them
Judge Edmund C. Abbott on last held 21 years ago) it, is the first the liquor question, saying he would Why do yo.i force your child to play
Angeles,
down and got on top of him. Buckner Saturday, July 27th, 1912. heard conn- state convention, and it was fitting it not only
with them but the piano? You know it is a luxury
One way via Portland
Oakland,
San Diego,
drew his gun and fired, the bullet sel for Carrizozo in chambers at should be he'd in tie Capitol City. would boost for state prohibition when und money spender and only for the
Hit- Santa Fe, at which time evidence was
making a long flesh wound on
lion, an unusual number ol notable it. came to a vote,
talented. The typewriter is a necesman's back. The wounded man, introduced in an effort lo show that people took part in the exercises. It
Mrs. Patterson, president of the sity. Why not let your boy or girl
taken
was
the sureties on the bond in the Lin- is a noticeable feature that Santa Fe Santa Fe
whose name was Growth,
On sale August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6. 1912.
'earn the Blindfold Touch TypewritUnion, spoke in their
to the hospital, where it was fout.l coln county seat matter were not qualon short noiiee produce more no- - i,.,ir, and rather
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.
fitly illustrated one ing while their fingers are supple?
ified
not
'
serioui.
for
the
or
second
were
additional
that his injuries
tables and officials and
f the leading characteristics of this There's money in this for the chilbond recently demanded by Judge
Silver City Independent.
Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona
than any other city in the United militant organization by an anecdote dren. It is their proudest
moment
Liberal Stop Over Privileges.
Abbott. After hearing the arguments
mm but. Washington.
mak-SOh!
0f
when
are
the
States,
what
barring
was
Senior
typewriting.
Kipling:
"Kipling
of Attorney Hudspeth for Carrizozo
it was not surprising that the visitMANY MOUNTAIN LIONS.
jng a s,.a voyage with young Hud-in- a difference between the piano And
and
C. C. Catron for
Attorney
LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.
of mountain
An unusual, number
the typewriting machine: when will
delegates were welcomed by Gov- - y.m, a!Ui tK,mg prostrated with
Judge Abbott announced that, he
Chief Justice. sickness and confined to his stateroom you wake up to this fact, mother?
lions are reported this year from the would demand a
surety company bond Judges, Lawyers, Educators, Minis- - the
Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
To make a quick note of what a
Santa Rita and Black ranges. As ev in the case if one
to enjoy himself
boy proceeded
could be procured
i
land in so doing reduced the passen- - speaker or preacher or teacher is
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.
eryone laminar wiin ui uauus exceedand if not procurable, a referee is to ters ami Laymen.
lion knows, these animals are
Mrs. S. C. Nutter, stote president. g' rs to the verge of nervous
saying or for a resolution at a club,
set. in Lincoln county and evidence is
would you not like it for yourself,
Hon.
ingly wary and are rarely seen. Equip- to be submitted before him showing
One day a ship official
were
and
exercises
by
opened
of
For furtlier information call on or address,
What, would the oilier womped with the keenst sight and sense
of Mr. Kipling moiher?
the actual unincumbered valuation
"America," followed by lesson ed into the state-rooalmost
entirely
smell, and dwelling
that son of yours is en say about you being able to do such
of tihe parlies signing
A and invocation by Rev. Smith, Rector
exclaiming:
"Sir,
the
bond.
N.
M.
out
SANTA
FE,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
in the wooded sections, they keep
third choice was given Lincoln wher
of the Episcopal Church of the Holy hanging from the extreme end of the brainy and clever work? Even when
of sight of the hunter or traveler. by they may
r.
An
an entirely new Faith of Santa Fe.
enjoyable yard arm, it lie should let go lie w ill reading a boo': you can make
produce
This season reports of lions having bund which must be
It is not the kind of
extract.
be
lost
can
save
him."
quick
was
rendered
number
the
nothing
by
quartet
unquestionable
'been seen are of common occurrence.
good for $10,000 and liable for that from the same church.
"Yes," said Mr. Kipling, as he wear- short hand that, was taught eighty
Nevas Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex., One man saw four, and two others much
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
to accrue.
welMcDonald
ily laid his head back on his pillow, years ago when cand'es were being
damages
Governor
warmly
saw three each. Several, fine speciSamuel Failor of Santa Fe, N. Mex.
In announcing his decision
Department of the Interior,
but
we won't
let
extended
comed
the
and
the
"We," burned, for this is the modern elecgo."
Judge
delegates
mens have been shot in the Fierro Abbott staled
MANUEL R. OTERO,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
Invented
that he believed there courtesies of the capital city, com- said Mrs. Patterson, "sometimes feel tric system of reporting.
Silver
Independent.
section
City
Register.
were now and would be more damages
Mex., July 23, 1912.
mending their work and assuring them we are hanging over a. precipice, b;; the same man who gave the Short
and that a good bond must be secured he would render them all the he'p where if we should let go, we would hand that is used by almost
Notice is hereby given that Chas.
every
You cannot get up to Jate printing
WANTED, A RETREAT.
and that if such a bond had not been
A, Siringo, son and heir of Bridget
he could at any time, which promise fall to defeat but. we won't let go." one in America at the present day;
material
a
have
unless
you
colony submitted on or before September nth the
Wanted, an ideal spot for
Sir Isaac Pitman. The A. B. C. ShortSiringo, who on June 11 190S, made
legislative superintendent careResponses tu the welcome addreshand was invented late in his life and
Homestead Entry No. 144SC, for Lot and faculties. The New McxictiD of knockers a quiet retreat where the at whioh time he will return from his fully jolted down.
Ul1'.
ses
were
Mrs.
by
Mary
given
NW
Printing Company has both, and al anvil chorus" may not be disturbed vacation that he would issue an
SW
Sec. 3, N
7; SW
a little mor 0f Hudson, and Mrs. Link of Las given to seven of his pupils: ProfesPrince
gave
the whispers of boosters. If there
dissolving the injunction now
Section 10, Township 1G N. Range 9 the same time expert mechanics. Ycur
synopsis of some of the rare and vat- - Cruces.
Mrs. rimer summed up the sor Norton, now of Santa Fe, being
beany dearth of material for such straining the construction of the eoun-- liable exhibits to be found in the His-- ! Work
E., Area 110.70 acres N. M. Meridian, orders are always assured personal at
and
aims of Ihe organization in one of the seven. He is here on
colony we might scare up a few ty buildings at Carrizozo. Carrizozo torical rooms in the east end of the a
has filed notice of intention to make tention.
half of an English society to train
forceful
and
manner,
logical
even pay their Outlook.
,.(,..,
final Homestead 5 year proof, to estab- t w not pay' J0u to waste your croakers in Raton and
Palace of the Governors, some of atui expressing their gratification in teachers so that they may carry on
Iisn claim to me iana auove uescnu- - Ume writins out your legai form, ear fare to get rid of Hhem; probably
A boy or girl who
the good work.
no
where
seen
cou'd
be
said
which
he
visiting the people of Santa Fe and
f, SLICK WORKER.
ed, before U. S. Land Office at Santa when you can get them already print- the only way in which we could get
learns Shorthand while in the grades
otieieu
He
the
in
else
world.
ac-tkindly
the
welcome
generous
receiving
Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of Septem- ed at the New Mexican Printing tnem OUl Ol town, uu, paste iuiohjjr
Angell made a trip to
have the rooms open at. any time ,.orded them. Mrs. Timer is a woman is worth untold treasures, for it en
this in your hat, a knocker seldom na Gallup a few days ago for the
ber, 1912.
purmost
Companyvisiting o strong personality and a worker ables the child on leaving school to
convenient, for the
no
a nickel, deserves less and
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
pose of aiding in the round-uof a guests.
immediately earn money and not to
1:1 any cause she undertakes.
S Tweedy of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Today's news todr.y. You get it in cases out of loo has seen about as swindler, who worked a slick
be forced to attend another college
game
of
St.
is
Mrs.
B.
T.
of
Link
who
Pastor
M.
Rev.
J.
his
of
world
Shinier,
as
dog,
New
the
Mexican.
superintendent
much
Ben Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex., the
on him a couple of months
for two years; remember, these two
The
Ago.
welcomed
them
y
than
M.
an
E. Church,
.Mothers meetings,
knows more, appreciated more,
important years mean the cost of board and
who gave his name as Hambur-ger- , John's
man,
.
.
an
as "Sisters" fighting under the same Mothers'
important, room and not a
Meetings,
wortnleg8 master beside whom the
cent income; altopurported to be a salesman of
glorious banner as his own Brother- branch of the work, and expressed
pup is a prince in disguise. So there. a liquor
of
firm
distilling
recognized hood, for this organization
is first the appreciation of the delegates in a gether a loss of at least $2,000.
Raton Range.
standing, but it transpired that, he
judgment and
but. charming manner, cutting short her Mother, prove your
had no connection with the house Christian, realizing that nothing
come to the Santa Fe Business Colin Christ remarks on account of the lateness
GREELEY SKINNED.
and
faith
love
the
binding
and his ski'ful play as a relkible
U is those resoluE. C. Murrell, east of town, this business
of the hour and coming at the end of lege right away.
in the heart-breaman making a square deal could sustain them
tions put off that ruin the boy or
enweek brought to the Times olhee a
are
a
which
in
rather
they
long program.
to be unfoun,letl on fact' ing struggle
dozen Irish "potatoes that certainly frlnird 0,,t,
The short addresses were enliven- girl and carries a long regret which
..
secured something like S200 here gaged
r...
i
SAY NOW.
..u
ed by solos by Miss Abrahamson and lasts through life. WE
IL Pope
cash and paper.
dge
He had an active
The question generally asked a few
in'Tc,
wH shaded and of' ven
jrdlj
were
which
Miss
Esther
very
Berry
er who helped him work the Jnew wl, h -iweeks ago was, "How long will the
Miss Abrahamson renderbeautiful.
they had the fanious Creeleys skinned n fortv wavs. Mr. Murrell has plant- fcal"c seems to
"Just For Today," and Miss Berry College remain open?" The answer,
have been working the Fe City unless it was on account of ing
"e
The,
ed Irish potatoes here every year and
National song of the Organiza- "Forever," has become popular.
the
One of the three His record as a sa'non smasher that
now asked, "How many puquestion
has never failed to raise fine ones and slate thoroughly.
he had estab tshed on his entry into tion, "Victory."
. !, T on in
,
pils are there?" The answer is 22.
CO.
ii
nine feci oh few"",i vii.i in firms that he victimized at Oallun bv Santa Fe as a
permanent resident lie ,
The next question
will be, "How
market Mr. Murrell's po- - the aid of defectives and information
the Portales
Among vestp,dnVv arrivals of dele...
,
...:
,.
many pupils now?" The answer in
" i,v firm iniorctort .v....- - m cht have added that, his judicial
"o
LUiues
u.hib. ui i..
,.-Tlrnwne
and
Sarah.
v
"
i ui. Liuueu
reenrn was su.r
wliu uic "
one month will 'be, 30 and comper pound more than the imported va the man. under the name of Heinsius,
Judge Pope also Mrs. Hanson from Springer, who are mencement of the Winter term, CO.
The machinery same propensity.
rieties. He has about one acre from in New York City.
to guests of Mrs. O. t. Owen.
which he expects to get about eight of the law was put in motion, re-- ! Rave some timely hints in regard
That is good sound growth and proves
Mrs. Janie Manney, Mrs. tucretia
now
hundred bushels. Portales Times.
that the pupils now attending are
quisition papers were made out and the construction of certain laws
arriare
Ulmer
IN
Mrs.
and
Mary
Major
an officer from Gallup went on to existing inimical to the efficient
being taught satisfactorily.
The man pression of the will of the people in vals from Tucumeari.
the prisoner back.
NARROW ESCAPE.
The English society has promised
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
which
Pitt
Ross,
teaming,
the
traffic,
comliquor
suppressing
tittle Lessnet (Buster) Anderson fought requisition and offered to
that when we have 100 pupils, they
from
Butler,
Albuquerque.
and appreciated.
will build a college in Santa Fe that
yesterday afteroon came so near los- promise by returning the money, and were noted
Dnnol.on nrocl.lDnt nf the Santa
Mrs. Buell, president of the tas will be a credit to all concerned
and
ing his life by fire that the little lad that, was the situation at last ac
Fe Chamber of Commerce, stated that Cruces Union, and Mrs. Link from tas as money is no object, it all depends
will probably remember his harrow- counts.
Cruces.
on the support of pupils, tet everySeeing that the fight might be pro- he represented the youngest organizaing experience for some time to come.
was
Mrs. S. C. Nutter, state president, one
The boy, who is about 10 years of longed indefinitely Mr. Angell return- tion there, but asserted that it
try for the 100 pupils, and have
secimE.
and
Mrs.
the
t. Tripp, recording
th e building early next spring. Every
age, was cleaning his bicycle and ed Tuesday to await further develo- born alive and he rather gave
pression that it was a precocious retary, from Clovis, who are occupy- pupil gets value for money and we
become besmeared with kerosene. He pmentsVaughn Reporter.
and "impish" youngster who was lia- ing the Summers cottage.
afterwards approached a sma:l bonfire
say once more, COME IN AND SAY
PROGRAM FC FRIDAY.
ble to play "progressive" pranks with
WHAT YOU CAN AFFORD WEEKnearby, and flames leaped at him in- NEWSPAPER MEN
un10
m.
a.
Business session from
VISIT NEW MEXICAN.! the ancient and veneraWe city, whose
LY. ALt SUIUETS TAUGHT.
stantly licking his clothing. The boy
interests they are enthusiastically til noon at St.. John's M. E. church,.
The boy's
ran in fright and ablaze.
THE
followed by Noontide Prayer.
SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLEGE
H. B Honing of tihe Albuquerque boosting.
uncle, Mr. tessnet, with the aid of
D. & R. Q.
for
m.
Business
?,
service.
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Song
Mrs. Rupert F. Asplund spoke
wrapped Herald and Orrin A. Foster of the Rio
Dr. Duffy, their neighbor,
The
in a blanket nearby and in r;rnnde Renublican were visitors in the Woman's Board of Trade and Fed- session from 2:15 p. zn. until 5:30.
of New Mexico.
Business University
the
boy
&
T.
. D.
adA.,
Evening session, held in connecthe erated Clubs and made a splendid
an instant the flame were extinguish-- i Santa Fe yesterday attending
She assured the delegates tion with Archaeological School.
ed and the lad stood up in amaze- - KPssions of the Old Guard Republican dress.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Song service 8 p. m.
ment, apparently trying to realize just committee. Both newspapermen paid of the good will and wishes of tnese
Mexican, the paper that boosts all ot
for
of
Address by Dr. H. L. Wilson
the tbe time and works for th upbuildHe was un- - a visit to the New Mexican and had organizations for their every fight
what happened to him.
a pleasant chat with the new man-- , better conditions, beautifully expres- Archaeological School.
hurt. Roswell News.
ing of our new Stat.
Address by Mrs. I.ila Carlin Moore,
1
sing that sentiment of universal broagement.
of
C.
members
W.
new
and
T.
National
V.
under
Lecturer
all
are
therhood: "We
The Albuquerque Herald
BIG BARBECUE.
All legal blanks prepared according
On Sunday the French Land and Ir- - management is rapidly forging to the one body," fighting in a common Organizer.
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
Solos by Miss Mary McKie, Miss Ctate
rieation conmanv. with headquarters front in the journalistic field, while cause against a common foe, and
form, for sa'e by the N.f
at French, this state pulled off a big the Fosters have made the Rio Grande - under the same great Commander, Laura WTood, Miss Maude Hancock Mexican Printing Company.
weekin
foremost
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and
N.
Anderson.
Maxwell
Mrs.
one
the
White
Frank
Hon. Alvin
spoke
barbecue on the plains near
Republican
Quintette Mrs. Hall, Miss McFie,
ly publications in the state and a pa-- ; half 0f the Educat'onal institutions,
Work for the New Mexican. It ts
Miss Abrahamson, Mr. Tiere and Mr.
A. C. Cox of Cimarron was present per mefj better than the town of Las welcoming the delegates as
for you, for Santa Fe and tho
working
with "his auto and took several par- - Cruces and the county of Dona Ana era n educating and training the chil-- ! Hall.
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THE HOME OF
Quality Groceries

mm
Appetizing,

Gratifying
Satisfying
Meals

Always
On

Tap

Here

!

NEW CARLOAD OF

A

WATERMELONS

F. ANDREWS
Phone 4
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to buy w hile you had the chance. See
the advertisement of Nathan Salmon.
Pansy a comedy drama at the Elks'
tonight. It's good.

WEATHER FORECAST.
X
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Denver, Colo., Aug. 9. New
Rooms elegantly furnished and havMexico: Tonight and Saturday Si ing all modern conveniences, includgenerally fair. Not much change
ing electric light, steam heat and
X baths, in the First National
Bank
in temperature.
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
When you want to take an outlug
WANTED to buy a piano box. Ap- or a camping trip, by all means go
ply Wilson, Bowman & Dunlavy.
It is cheaper in the end.
prepared.
of SeHgman
Pansy, the Story of a Bear, at the See the advertisement
Klks' tonight.
Brothers Company on page 5. The
The Improved Ideal Nail Clippers line is com pie! e and prices right.
2:.c at GOEBEI-S- .
An Indian's Gratitude, a drama by
Came licenses for sale at Butt Lubin. It's at the Elks' tonight.
Brothers Drug Store.
Charming actions go well with
C. V. Easley, president of the Board
charming looks. You will have charmoc Penitentiary Commissioners,
has ing looks if you use Zook's Benzoin,
issued a call for a meeting of the Witch Hazel and Almond Cream.
board to be held at the Penitentiary
Have you a kick on the way you
on Thursday, September 3, 1912.
have been shaved? It is because you
doctor
Whatever your
prescribes have not. been shaved at the right
for July stomach troubles can be
place and by the right kind of a bar
supplied at, Zooks.
ber. Sawyer's antiseptic shop, east
The temperature yesterday was S4 side of plaza. See advertisement.
at ;;:50 p. m. and 54 at 5:20 a. :n.
Keep your skin clean. Use pure,
Forecast soft,
Clear, warm and pleasant.
such as Zook
dainty, ta'cum,
generally fair. Not much change in sells. It is healing and soothing. Ask
temperature.
for Violet.
You can pay the exclusive tailor
Come in the water is fine. That
more money but you can't get better is what they say when talking of the
Y'ou will
suits thou ours at $20, $22.50 or $27.50. great Ptlueger shoe sale.
Salmon's.
have to hurry or it will be cold.
Always a good clean show at the
Elks'. See it tonight.
STUBBS CLAIMS SEAT
HELD BY CURTIS IN
Adolf Seligman's special Saturday
U. S. SENATE.
sale is a (hummer. All items on sale
will be practically given away and it
is up to you to take advantage of Governor of Kansas Who is Progressive Asserts That He Has Defeated
this cleanup. Saturday only.
Two rooms for rent. Inquire at 233
Standpatter in Primaries.
East Palace avenue.
Topeka. Kans., Aug. 9 With reTen Days Wiih a Fleet, a great de- turns from all of the 103 counties,
Stubbs today
scriptive picture. It's at the Elks' friends of Governor
nomination to the United
his
claims
tonight.
Mr. Business Man. Did you ever States senate in Tuesday's primaries.
notice that the man that lias the best Returns indicate that Stubbs has
distrade is the man that has the best carried 92 of the 163 legislative
is
Wm. H. Thompson
tricts.
Judge
of
floor
business.
People's
lighted
senatorial
democratic
the
probably
co.
Electric Supply
Don't forget that you have only a nominee, although Hugh P. Farrelley
nominafew days this season to buy good is a close contender for the
tion. Both Billard and Hodges claim
clothes for less money. Salmon's.
democratic gubernatorial nominaYou will be glad for them sooner the
with complete returns to be retion,
stars
ttiank
your
or later and you will
from nearly 40 counties.
ceived
sense
(hat you had the good business
lead is being slowly reduced
and Hodges claims the nomination by
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UNDER ARREST

KINDS

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without

A

oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machin-

bui it needs both

ery
If you

will consider

occasion-dl-

y.

t

rim of
the balance wheel travcis over fifteen J
nines a uay, you win not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning

that the

a year. It will increase the
and accuracy of your watdl
fyCave your watch with us
)i

v.

FOR

E

Watches
and
Clocks.
JTi me 'Pieces

That Are

Reliable.";

OF THE WORST

IN HISTORY OF

CLOSURES

profits."

ings in equity to dissolve the

-

COUN-;-

ite H. Dorr, and Abe! Smith, Jr..
V. S. Attorneys of New
York, will conduct the hearing here
Detroit. Mich., Aug. 9. Sensational fQr the governmenti having arrived
developments in the local aldermamc today from S;M uke c,t where a
graft scandal occurred today when . ' , olll .
wna .nndllptpd. The
Piosecutins Attorney bheparu an
in Denver will require two
hearing
nounced that before night about 20
or three days.
aldermen would be arrested on charges of conspiracy to defraud the city
COLLAPSE OF BECKER
in connection with their official posi- IS LIKELY.
tions.
The nine aldermen recently
arrested on a similar charge also arc--;
(Continued from Page One.)
included among the 20 new arrests. It
to
be
based
are
more
arrests
ij said
nn pntirelv different evidence than be drawn against Louis Rosenzweig,
that which caused the arrest of nine "Whitey" Lewis, Harry Horowitz,
Jack
aldermen, and the secretary of the Frank Cirofici and probablyIndictments
council committees who nowjlivan and Sam Schepps.
are at liberty on bail facing charges against police officials for grafting
of receiving and conspiring to receive will be drawn later,
bribe money for giving the Wabash
Lieutenant Becker made a brief
railroad city property for building pur-- ' statement in his cell denying the truth
poses.
of reports that he contemplated makThe new evidence is alleged to have ing a confession.
been obtained by the prosecutor in"I would like it to be understood
vestigating the city administration once and for all,'' said Becker, "that I
for years back.
have no confession to make for the
The prosecutor said he has struck simple reason that I have nothing to
That will be proved very
many new instances of graft but. re- confess.
fused to say whether
the evidence clearly when I 'have my day in court.
was obtained from confessions by Al- I never felt better in my lite and any
dermen previously arrested.
one who has the privilege of seeing
Fifteen arrests were made before ive will appreciate that."
noon. Eight of the aldermen also face
Henry S. Curran, chairman of the
the original bribery oharges.
special commission of the board of alThose newly arrested were requir- dernien, which was appointed to in- ed to furnish $3,000 bonds and those vestigate police conditions, said today
formerly taken into custody were re- - that offers have been received from
TRY, SAYS

DISTRICT

ATTORNEY.

Assistant

j

j

l

UNDER THE PRESUMPTION OEU
lAFE
UMllAIlU.V
ISLUTLiA.NU)
ACT, 1S91.
INTIMATION IS HEREBY GIVEN
That JOHN SAUNDERS, Postman,
Blairgowrie,
residing at Bankhead,
has presented an Application to the
Sheriff of Perthshire under the above At the
prize fight, you see rounds of
Act to have it Presumed that JOHN
pound, but here you see pounds of
M 'DONALD SAUNDERS, Joiner, who
round!
resided at Rosemount,
Blairgowrie,
died on 29th April, 1908, being seven
years since he was last heard of at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on 2Sth April PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
1901.
The
(Sym.)
Short Steakv Flank,
has pronounced the following inteiioc-I'tor- :
"Perth, 12th July 1912. The
Round
Steak, Pork Steak,
having considered
"the foregoing application, with the
That's About
"consents by the next of kin, finds
The Way They Rank!
"further intimation on them to be unof
necessary, appoints intimation
The Mere Mention
of
"the
the
purport
applicto
in
ation
once
be
made
Of The Above Choice Cuts
"each of the "Dundee Advertiser' and
" 'Dundee Courier'
and
Should Bring
newspapers,
"also once in each of any newspaper
"circulating in Colorado and New
Post-Haste!
"Mexico; and ordains any party desiring to oppose the same to lodge
"answers thereto in the hands of the
How'Gcod They'll
"Sheriff-Clerof Perthshire, Perth.
"Scotland, within three months from
"the date hereof under certification.
"JOHN DAVID SYM.''
PANTON, NOBLE & YOUNG,
Solicitors, Blairgowrie,
Agents for Petitioner.
Phone 92.
Sheriff-Substitut-

e

"Sheriff-Substitut-

'
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You Here

Taste!

k

Plaza Market Co.
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APPILES APPLIES
SPECIAL FOR

Carpenters,
Contractors

TO-MORR-

Only 50c Per Box.

VX-XX-

JUDGE GARCIA BOUND
MONTOYA

Mi

GF MUNICIPAL GRAfT DIS- -

8,000.

SPITZ,

leased upon furnishing surety to the a. number of gamblers who claim to What is the difference between
amount of $2,000.
have paid for protection, to appear
prize finht ana our meat shop?
before the committee and tell wiat
BEET SUGAR MEN
they know about the situation.
TO TELL THEIR STORY.
These men say that screws have
Denver Colo., Aug. 9 Taking of been shut down too hard "upon them
testimony from Colorado beet sugar and while they have done the work
men will he hAtnin ltre Mnnrfjiv TYlnrn- - and taken the risk others have been
ing before special examiner Wilson leaping a large proportion of their

TWENTY ALDERMEN

DETROIT FACES

AUGUST 9, 1912.

FRIDAY,

OVER.

In the case of the State vs.
Jose Montoya. Jr., charged with V FANCY YELLOW TRANSPARENT AND WOLF RIVER APPLES,
(s burglary. Justice Jose Ma. Gar- of precinct
17, yesterdays
bound the defendant over to the V
iS grand jury under $1,000 bond.
i A pistol and two gold rings were
found on the prisoner's person.
Montoya at first pleaded not
guilty, but after an examination S
of witnesses and of the defend- ant himself who desired to testi- V fv. he changed his niea to euiltv. S
Montoya was already out un- der bai! oa charge of assault with
intent to do great bodily harm. "V
V The assault was made on an eld- erly woman some time ago, with S
,
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
luciva mm siuues.
mi iiMiiieu
uunus ai mai lime oui in me
R. V. BOYLE,
Phone Black 12.
present instance was unable to
do so and Is confined in the jail. X
Down Town Stand iki Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
V
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money is to go to a place where none but
good dothes are sold. The best way to get
more than usual for your money is to go to
that place where they're offering goods at
clearance prices. That's what we're doing
here nowwe're clearing the desks for the fall
campaign; everything goes at a price now.
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Clothes go; Summer Suits that you'll BE6LAD
TO OWN and wear at much under regular prices.
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Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.
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